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SPANISH-AMERICA- N
"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right"
Saturday.
"ROY. Mora County, New Mexico.
Juni 2 . 1917.

Volume XIV.

Call to the Colors IronRuleModified
Registration Proclamation

G.R. Abernathy received last
week a letter in answer to his

In accordance with the Proclamation of the President of the
U. S. I, the undersigned Sheriff
in and for Mora County, New
Mexico, hereby give notice, of
the time and place and name of
Registrar in each Precinct of this
County; which shall be, between
the hours of 7:00 A. M. and 9:00
P. M. on Tuesday June 5th. 1917
at the Registration place in said
Precinct as follows

letter protesting against the
terms of securing State aid in

LATEST PHOTOGRAPH
OF PRESIDENT WILSON

buying seed. The Council of De
fense States that it is not their
intention to make the Conditions
severe and they leave it to the
decide and ac
Financial agent-tcept a mortgage on the grown
crop only where the beneficiary
is personally reliable and known
to be acting in good faith. The
extreme measure are meant only
Precinct 22; Registrar R, C. to applied to persons who are
Grunig; At Roy New Mexico: In not known to be reliable and are
to be the exception rather than
office of F. H. Foster
are-all
the
i ule
Those required to reg'ster
Males between the ages of
C. L. Justice and family drove
21 and 30 years inclusive. That
Colfax, last Saturday and
to
if you have not passmeans
till Tuesday with Mrs.
visited
ed your 31st birthday you must
brother Barney Mitchell
Justice's
register.
again
foreman on a big
who is
Any person, who shall fail or ranch there, They bad a fine
neglect to perform any duty re- trip in their new Ford and no
quired of him in the execution of accidents.
this act, if not subject to Military Law is guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction in ., Bórn to Mr. and Mrs. R. F.
the District Court of the U. S. Lortz , Monday, May 28th, a boy
having Jurisdiction thereof, be 8 2 pounds; May he never have
punished by imprisonment for call to be a soldier.
not more than one year, or if
C. E. Deaton and wife, of Mills
subject to Military Law be tried
by Court Martial and suffer such are the proud parents ot a 5 pound
pun shtnent as the Court Martial girl born last Saturday.
may direct.
Miss Nira Nutter came down
PATRICIO SANCHEZ,
from Dawson Monday and will
Sheriff, Mora, County
enjoy her vacation at the parenR. C. Gruaif , Deputy. tal Nutter home on the farm
tc-w- it:

ü

1--

The above Proclamation

and

The Campfire Girls of Roy
hereby thank their friends for
their liberal patronage last Satur
day at the Soda Foantain and an
nounce thai they will again he
ia charge of the lee Crajun and
Soda Fountain at the Fairview
Pharmacy Registration Day,
Jone 5th, their earnings to applp
ed so that no individual will be to the Red Cross Fund.
without the knowledge of the We ask your patronage that
It also we may do our "Bit" to help
date of registration.
means that if you as an individu- along our Country's cause,
al suspect anyone of not having
registered who sh luid have done
Mrs. F. A. Roy has been stayso, it is your duty and it is requiring in from the ranch the past
ed of you that you inform the week cleaning house
after the
Registrar of that fact and ascer- cement workers who have been
tain from that Officer if he has applying a Concrete finish to the
registered, if you should fail to outside walls and making other
do this you may be held as liable improvements.
Others who will
as the man who has not register- apply Spatter-dasfinish to their

the law it refere to mean that: it
is your duty as a Citieen ta help
in every way passible to see that
this Registration ia full and complete in the community in wh!
you lire. It means that it is your
duty to tell all those you meet
that are between the ages requir

High-Scho-

h

ed.
The Officers of this Precinct
and County ask each of you as
Citizens to make this registration in this Precinct perfect and
full not from the fact that the
Law absolutly requires it; But
because of love for Country and

Patriotism.
R. C. Grunig

H. B. Jones, President of the
Roy Trust and Savings Bank,
came up from Tucumcari Monday
and spent two days with the Bank
here and visiting among the business men in Roy. He is much
pleased with Roy and compares
conditions very favorably with a
year ago when he came to see
the devastated town after the
fire.
Oscar Redd, who is now engaged as Recruiting Officer for the
Navy was in Roy the first of the
week. He left Tuesday'for Daw
son and Trinidad, His former
service in the navy got him this
position.

houses are Prof. Russell, C. L.
ic
Justice, Wm, Báum and several

others.
Jodge Ben Lindsey of Denver
says "The Chautauqua, with
the home, the school and the
church makes the fourth great
American Institution."

-

Tuesday at I. O. O. F. Hall Flags out - Paradi - Speeches - Everything closed dur
ing the meeting!

Parks, arrived from
Washington Thursday
and will spend the summer here.
J. W. Teeter and wife left last
He'hunted up his old pal, Jim
Saturday for Neosho Missouri
Christman the first thing on arwhere they will live in future.
riving.
We regret the loss of this fine
young couple from Roy but they
will read the
and we confProf. J. E. Russel and wife and
idently expect them back some Mr.Lippy drove to Naravisa, last
time.
week in their new Ford, returning
Wednesday, tired, sunburned but
Mrs. Mary Waters came down happy after a very pleasant trir.
from Springer last Thursday and
left Saturday after goxlbys to
Come out of the Woods Buya
friends. She will attend SumChautauqua
ticket You won't
mer School at Las Vegas and be
your
lose
money
Every ticket
back next fall.
is numbered
the goods will be
delivered or your money back
Use ecoEomy in your
You can aff rd to think of your
your spending money community when it costs you no
by attending the Chautauqua.
more.
Homer

S--

play-Cons- erve

Miss Bessie Wood has been try
Kansas Party has written ing to find a man with teams to
Mayor Roy regarding a site for a plant beans on her homestead
mill in Roy. He seems in earn- here in partnership with her.
est and reasonable and the Trus- She is enthusiastic about raising
tees will take up his proposition a "War crop" but spurns all sug
at the next meeting, The party gestions of a man of her own
was here with Hoggatt and even though it is discouraging to
and knows he wants to come with try to find one at this busy

mill

Citizens! Wake up! Patriot
meeting
10:00 A. M.

Seattle,

A

his

Juath.

ol

n.

Captain Donald C. Curbbison,
of the 4th Artillery Corps, with
Pershing on the Border, visited
his sister. Mrs. Dnvall. t Mnt.
quero last week. He left Monday for Montana after a brief
furlough. Capt, Curbbison is
the quiet sort who, fitly represents the Administration, all bus
mess and no bluster.
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Fire Anniversary

Tax Review

Thursday. May 31st is the anniversary of the Big Fire of last
year in which most of the busi
ness section of Roy was destroy
ed in the short space of an hour.
We have many vivid recollections
of that eventful day, We have
spent a year in recoving from
the effects of it and are not yet
fully recovered still it has been
an eventful year for Roy. The
buildings destroyed have been re
placed with better ones than we
would have had in years otherwise and the town is better in
many ways than it was a year
ago. .
The panic and regrets of that
day have passed and we find that
much of the past is as well forgotten, We date from the big
fire now and look ahead instead
of back. The lessens of the past
are useful but not so important
that we should lose valuable time
in studying them and neglect to
press forward.

The following extracts from
theN. M. Tax Review,' official
paper of the Taxpayers Association, are to the point. We do
not agree with all the utterances
of this association but when it is
right it is as right as anybody
and these are right - - The legislature of 1915 proceed
ed upon the theory, apparently
that appropriations and taxes are
either distant relatives or total
strangers.
The appropriation
bills not only provided no reve
nues, but by a separate act pre
venting the levying of tax for it.
The legistature thus appropriated sums which it did not have
and which it specifically forbade
the administrative officers to
raise.
The result, of course,
was a deficit- -a deficit which the
legislature of 1917 faced and sup
plied by the issue of
of indebtedness for
$120,000.

In view of the fact that the
former legislatures provided the
appropriations, shifting the bur
den of paying the bill to the fu
ture, and that the legislature
just passed provided the fundsto pay for its appropriations and
and the continuing appropria
tions it allowed to stand, in that
respect, at least, it made a most
creditable record. The taxpayer will face a larger tax bill but
he may well congratulate himself
that the state is not now, for the
first time' passing on to posterity
the bill for its dead horses of the
past or present
The great weakness in tax collection in the state arises from
faulty real estate descriptions.
Moreover, the law provides a
comaftefttcd procedure of notice
and publication, defects in which
will before judgement, be a complete defense to the action. Some
improvement in ultimate tax collections may be expected from
this law. It is to be hoped that
a real tax collection law may in
the near future be politically possible. The taxpayer who pays
his taxes has a right to expect
that at least all who are assessed
shall be compelled to pay and to
pay promptly, In not a few
counties of the state the burden
of the taxpayer who is not PAY-

A. C. Meikle, of Mills advises
us that they are to have 10,000
pounds of seed furnished by the
Colfax County Board of Super
visors to the f aimers who get
their mail at Mills but live in
Colfax Co. This is to be supplied
without interest and with a lein
on the crop for security for the
return of the money.
The total supplies purchased
by Colfax County for their farmers independent of State help is- 65,000 lbs. beans 90,000 potatoes
28,000 oats, 10,000 millet 15,000
seed corn, 60,000 feed.
This
Banquet
Fellows
amount will supply most of the
The Odd
Wednesday evenidg attracted a needy in the county and is beirg
4, over 300 members and dutributed bjV. L, Martineau,
r families and friends to the of Raton aside from the state aid
hall where an impromptu program Some business about that, no?
of music, recitations ete proceeded a feed of sandwiches, coffee,
Do yoa know that if we fall
lemonade, ice cream and cake in
down on the Chautauqua this
quantities which fed the crowd
year it will be dead for years to
to repletion, The occasion for the
come?
banquet was a contest for securing members which has added
most of the male population of
A ride to Mosquero last Sunday
the town and country to the mem with G. R. Abernathy and famibership ánd runs it above 125
ly in their Ford, was one of the
active members. The Daughters
most satisfying experiences we
of Rebekah also participated in have enjoyed
in many months.
the celebratiou supplying cakes
The green prairies, greener wheat
and s( cial graces and took occas fields
and many farm homes all ER is almost as heavy as the cost
ion to secure several applications
along the way made it a continu- of government.
for membership in their degree.
ous delight. Never in our nine
Chapter 105, providing a coun- -'
The Odd Fellows have gained years
residence here has every- ty board of education, is a com
a lead over all other fraternal thing been so promising
The promise abolishing most of the
orders in Roy which places a
wheatfields are simply splendid functions of the loeak rural school
on them which they
and the prospect for a crop could boards without abolishing the
have accepted and are doing their not be
better while the acreage boards.
In the main and in
duty as a Civic organization.
is far n excess of any previous what it tries to do the bill is adyear and the summer crop is lim- mirable. If the principle stands
The dance at the hall Tuesday ited only by the number of men
it should be strengthened and in
evening was conceded the best in and teams at work preparing the
proper
hands these new CQunty
a long time, The Mills Orchestra soil and planting. The change
boards
can do much to promote
assisted by Melvile Floersheim within the last month is nothing
economy
school
and efficiency.
with the drums furnished some short of a revolution,
Finally, and for future generasplendid music and over thirty
At Mosquero it is always a tions of taxpayers most import
couples trippeq to it till 1A.M. i pleasure to meet and greet a corant of all, is the law definitely
dial and kindly people who al- conserving the permanent land
Never again will we trust the ways make you feel welcome and endowment funds.
telephone to correctly interpret we admit we were too busy greetSo much for positive accomvoices so that we will know who ing friends and visiting to see plishments.
Negatively, the leg
is at the other end of the wire - much of and ball game. It was
islature failed to pass numerous
Last week it rang and a voice an ideal day and one we shall special appropriation bills foundwhich we thought we recognized never forget.
ed upon the principle o . "pork"
as that of Miss Hall, the Nurse
Not all failed' but in the main
at Dr. Plumlee's Hospital, told us
showing made is highly credthe
Dr. Plumlee is having his new
of two new boy babies in the com
In the way of construcitable.
Hospital Building finished with a
munity, we repeated the news in
ligislation the session,
tax
tive
"Spatter-dash- "
coat of concrete
the Daoer with a flourish and
was entirely unproduchowever,
which changes the adobe and box
mentioned Dr. Plumlee in con
board walls into amost attractive tive.
nection with the Stork.
and finishes up the build
exterior
James Corrigan, of Mosquero
Now it transpires that it was
inThe
handsomely
outside.
ing
is a new addition to the
net the voice we thought but
finished
already
been
has
side
list of readers at that town. We
another equally dulcet, that it
most artistically.
a lot of other good citizens
know
had
we
and
cases
was Dr. Self's
should like to have on
we
there
them
of
one
wrong
on
the date
and
we mean to have
list
our
us
for
was
Mills
Leonhard,
of
Charlie
by a day. It is fortunate
as
as we can arrange
soon
them
right
some
Saturday
in
Roy
the
with
down to
that we got them
give
them
to
the
kind of paper
been
and
have
call'
homes or we would
friends on land business
will
warrant
it. At present
that
and
is
week
taking a vacation this
ed at this office. His family
in
too
slow
getting their
are
we
fishing
they
hiding out along the river
home from Raton where
recorded
news
local
but we do
they
are
till the storm was over. Anyway spent the winter and
there who
appreciate
our
friends
y
eoun-trthey are two fine boys and All s firming and enjoying their
way.
ahy
read
the
home again.
well that ends well."

Oratorical Recital Ledge Banquet
The Oratory Clase conducted
by O. W. Hears will give a red- tal Tuesday Bveniag
at the
Auditorium
The members of the class will
each reader a reading,
The music will be furnished by
the Misses Russell and Martin.
The fallowing
will
take
part in the recital
Misses
Phoebe Russel; Etna Floersheim
Dorothy Gibbs, Fern Depew and
Ruth Depew Mrs. Mira De Frees
Messrs Earnest CochraneS Cravens Plumlee and Roy Hall.
Recital begins promptly at 8
o'clock.
Admissien 25c. and 15c.

Number

--
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THE

FOREIGN

NEWS TO DATE
IN PARAGRAPHS
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OP
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.

DURING THE PAST WEEK
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
PEOPLE.
Waatera Newepapar Uatoa wewe sarvtee.

ABOUT THE WAS
Local infantry attack! and aerial
battles reported from Ami front In
Nance.
Germana

gain foothold in French
trenches northwest of Braye. French
seise greater part of Chevreux wood.
"Our troopa successfully raided the
nemlea' trenchea eait of Vermelles,"
aya the war office statement from
London.

The firat American
combatant
corps went to the front under Capt.
B. I. Tlnkham and Lieutenant Scully
of Princeton.
The Britlab ateamihlp Tela, a Tee- eel of about 7,000 tons, was torpedoed
and sunk by a German submarine May
tnd off the English coast.
A Swedish ship engaged In the work
of the Belgian relief commission was
sunk May 18th, notwithstanding it
held a German permit to sail.
From Solssons eastward Intense ar
tillery duel la in progress between
' French and Germans. Since May 1st,
French hare taken 8,600 prisoners.
The British transport Transylvania
was torpedoed on May 4th with the
loss of 413 persons. The Transylvania
was torpedoed in the Mediterranean.
uermans launcned offensive on
Russians at Mltau but were stopped
by heavy gunfire. Russians also drive
back Teuton attacks east of Kovclka
in Rumania.
With the fall of Bullecourt, the cap
ture of the chemical works, the occu
patlon of Roeux and the general even
Ing up of the British line, the first
phase In the new British offensive in
France is over.
.
At Paria it was officially announced
that the French liner Sontay, a vessel
of 7,274 tons, bound for Marseilles
from Salonika with 344 passengers,
was torpedoed on April 16th with a
lives. Captain Mages
loss of forty-fivwent down with the ship.
A regiment of veteran United States
marines equipped as regular Infantry
will go to France as part of Maj. Gen.
John J. Pershing's command. There
will be approximately 2,600 men In
the regiment, probably the largest
numerically that will be engaged on
the western front
Italians Friday continued big drive
along Isonzo river, having gained a
depth of two miles on eight-milfront
s
In forty-eigh- t
hours' fighting.
driven from fortified hills near
Jamiano. Defenses of Trieste are
threatened. In effort to check advance Austrians counter-attacnear
Gorizia, but are repulsed.
e

e

Aua-trian-

WESTERN
strike of 2,500 union miners in the
Verde zone at Jerome, Ariz.,
called Thursday.
Twelve persons were killed and
twenty or more others were wounded
in a riot in Monterey.
Union leaders announced at Jerome,
Ariz., that 1,500 miners obeyed the
strike order Issued by the Jerome local union.
Four men were arrested at Cripple
Creek, Colo., on request of the United States officers in connection with
the highgradlng case at Cheyenne,
A

United

Wyo.

Thirty persons are known to have
bten killed, more than fifty received
injuries from which It is said several
will die, and property worth thousands of dollars was destroyed Friday
when a tornado swept up through
8edgwlck and Harvey counties In the
part of Kansas.
l
Department anThe Treasury
nounced the allotments of Liberty
bonds and the following Western
states are counted upon for the following amounts: Wyoming,
$2,500,-00Arizona, $3,000,000;
Colorado,
scuth-centra-

$14,000,000;

New Mexico, $1,500,000;

Montana,

ta,

$9,600,000,
$9,500,000.

and South

WASHINGTON
Literacy test raised to

Dako-

allow Mex-

icans to work on farms.
Crop conditions In United States are
reported much improved.
The House passed the war revenue
blU raising $1,800,000,000.
The Treasury Department's latest
offer of $200,000,000 of certificates of
Indebtedness due July 30th, has been
oversubscribed approximately 50 per

cent
The British war mission lefi American soil and crossed into Canada after
six weeks of conferences which have
reached into every phase of American
life and are expected vitally to affect
the future of this country, it not of
the world.
With the world's stock of sugar being rapidly depleted the Department
of Agriculture appealed to manufacturers and farmers to increase the
production.
Socialista of America are denied
sports to Stockholm conference.
,

CROP

Kaiser's plan for gigantic empire
unfolded.

.

Chinese premier is " dismissed.
making war with Germany possible.
Former Queen Ranavalona of Madagascar la dead at her home in Al
giers.
Manifestations in which violent in
cldents occurred are reported from
Saragossa.
A divorce was granted in London
to Mrs. Anthony J. Drexel, wife of the
Philadelphia banker.
Marshal Joffre and former Premier
Vlvlanl arrived at Parts on their re
turn from the United States.
Mexico protests against German
submarine activity, and Brazilian con
gress convenes to take action.
Captain de Laage, commanding the
American escadrllle, was killed while
Dying near Ham, on the Somme front
The third military transport section
of the American field service left
Paris for the field service training
camp at the front
The admiralty announces that Japa
nese squadrons are operating In the
8outh Pacific and In the Mediterranean sea against enemy submarines,
The American medical unit under
command of Ma. Harry L. Gilchrist
which reached England, was received
by King George at Buckingham pal
ace.

Further brilliant successes in the
Julian Alps, reported in a war office
statement have brought the total of
prisoners taken from the Austrians IB
two days, up to 10,245 men.
The Roman Catholic newspaper Tyd
says it understands on good authority
that in accordance with the wishes of
Pope Benedict the Austrian court Is
Initiating a new peace effort
The first detachments of United
States army engineers under command of Major Parsons, arrived in
London.
The second unit of the
American hospital corps has reached
Great Britain.
Perhaps the most remarkable development of the war situation in the
Philippines has been the startling
unanimity with which Filipino lead
ers, newspapers and people, have
taken the American attitude as their
own.
According

e
to the Copenhagen
Zeitung, Count Tarnowskl von
Vos-sich-

Tarnow, recalled Austrian ambassa
dor to the United States, and Dr,
Frledrich Verdy du Vernols, dismissed German minister to Cuba, ar
rived In Berlin.

SPORTING NEWS
Standing of Westera League t'lnbe.

CLUBS.

Won.

Omaha
Lincoln
Dei Moines
Bloux City
Denver

20

lg
17

Lost Pet
10

n11

IT

12

13

IS

.667
.621
.607
.586
.464
.378
.145

Joplln
11
in
St. Joseph
19
ltt
19
21
Wichita
'.323
Les Darcy, the Australian pugilist,
died at a hospital In Memphis, Tenn.,
from pneumonia.
He had been ill
more than a month.
Adjutant Raoul Lufberry of New
York, premier "ace" In the Lafayette
eecadrille, was awarded the British
military cross by direction of King
George of England.
Pitchers convicted of - using the
"bean ball," a highly dangerous ball
thrown directly at a batter's head,
will be expelled from organized baseball as a result of a ruling by the na
tional commission.
Frank Melius of Los Angeles won
the California-Nevadtrap shooting
championship, breaking 99 out of 10C
targets at the final shoot of the Call
Trap Shooters' Assoc!
alion at Los Angeles.
Members of the Brooklyn National
League Club, headed by "Chief"
Meyers, catcher, are subscribing to
the Liberty loan. Meyers entered a
$10,000 order for bonds, which wai
followed with large-sizesums by th
others. Jake Daubert made a $500
purchase.
a

fornla-Nevad-

a

GENERAL
Italian mission arrives safely In
United SUtes.
All men of military age must reg
later says government.
Rockefeller foundation receives en
dowment of $25,000,000.
destroyer!
Work of American
praised by Great Britain.
Many reports of submarines oft
Maine coast are received.
"Don't hide behind petticoats," U
warning regarding conscription.
Eighty-eigh- t
persons indicted at
Boston for seeking to corner onions.
The Leyland liner Colonlan wa.
wrecked on the south coast of Eng
land.
The Standard Oil Company of New
York announced an advance of 2 centi
a gallon In the price of gasoline.
With a fervent prayer that Germany
would not have one hour of peacs
while William II Is on the throne,
Rev. Dr. J. A. Francis of Los Angeles
swept his audience Into applause at
the convention sermon at the Northern Baptist convention at Cleveland.
Ohio.
Archie Roosevelt, eon of Colonel
Roosevelt, was sworn In aa second

lieutenant at the reserve officers
training camp at Plattsburg, N. Y."
Dr. Arthur Warren Walte was electrocuted at Sing Sing prison, New
York, for the murder of his father-in-laJohn E. Peck of Grand Rapids,
Mich..
Mrs.

.

Betty

Washington

Taylor,

of George Washington, died at Cincinnati, Ohio. She
was president general of the National
Society of Colonial Dames of America,

lea.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

NEW MEXICO

LEASED ACREAGE TO BE FARMED

TAKES

STATE NEWS
W

(Urn

Nwapipr

GRAZING LAUD

BIG

JUMP.

Corn, Cane, Beana and Potatoes Con
tinue to Lead In the Acreage

Union Nawa Barrlco.

Planted.

rnmia vvvvtb

Overhead Charges.
The Dangerous Uninformed.
"There will be a. great restraint on
"What did that new hat costr
ionvergatton If all news Is withheld."
"Five dollars. . Tbat'i the initial
"Why?" Inquired Miss Cayenne, cost"
"The most, recklesa conversationalist
"Yesr
on earth is the person who doesn't
"I expect to upend three times that
know what he is talking about"
mufh checking it this summer."
There Is a lot of foolishness In the
Straw hats can be easily cleaned
world and we all contribute to the

Juno l8.HeUnlon of Scottish RlU 1U
anna aaa,
At Utm
nl.
uaa It
W,
Km CI
July 4. Races at Albuquerque Speed- - Writern Nawipapar Union News Service.
Santa Fé, N. M. The acreage of
July
Annual Reunion of Cowboys'
association at Laa Vegaa.
grazing land to be farmed this
sute
Auk. 27. Bar Aaaoclation meeting at season
under the recent permit of the
jwaweii.
8ept.
2
Seventh Annual Norther! state land office to farm grazing
iiw Mexico rair at Kaion.
leases without additional rental,
jumped to a total of approximately
Ban José voted "dry," 32 to 2.
18,000 acres, a gain in land listed with
Curry county voted dry by a big ma
the office here of 2,173 acres. ' The
jority.
lease farmers now include residents
A Chinese regiment is drilling at of every county ia the state except
Columbus.
Bernalillo and Luna. In Bernalillo
The Maxwell (ompany la to rebuild county none of the state land is

What Is Castorla
substitute for Castor 00, Faregwic,
harmless
ASTORIA is
It contains neither
Drop and Soothing Syrups, It Is pleasant
Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic substance. It! age fs tU guar-ant- e.
For more than thirty years it has been In constant use for the relief
of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind Colic and Diarrhoea; allaying Feveriah-ne- si
arising therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and Bowels,
aids tha assimilation of Foodj giving healthy and natural sleep,
Tha Children'! Panacea The Mother'! Friend.
for over
Tho Kind Ton Have Alwaya Bought, and which hai been la
80 years, haa borne the signature of Cha. 1L Fletcher, and has been made ander
his personal supervision since its infancy. Altownotme todiyeyoubtoia.

5

-

000.

Roy
lured
Dalles.
Six
added

James, a waiter, was found In
near the Santa Fó tracks at

hundred recruits have been
to the national guard of the
Sunshine State.
The prospects of a bumper crop in
the Estancia valley are looking better
all the time.
Prospects in the Aztec and Farm- in gton sections are for a bumper fruit
crop this year.
The state council of the Knights of
Columbus chose Gallup, N. M., as its
next place of meeting.
The Christian churches of New
Mexico and West Texas held their annual meeting in Clovis.
The contract for. the plumbing in
the new museum building at Santa Fi
has been let for $415.81.
An ' increase in wages has been
granted employés of the mines at
Kelly to take effect June 1st
Boards have been appointed for the
registration of men between 21 and 30
for the selective draft on June 6th.
Spanish-speakinresidents of Las
Vegas, to the number of sixty-fivhave enlisted In the New Mexlccf Na
tional Guard.
Malcolm Trapp of Corona won his
fight agalnBt serving his sentence for
the killing of J. H. McAdams at Cor
ona seven years ago.
A new company has been organized
for the purpose of developing a group
of mining claims in the Steeple Rock
district in New Mexico.
The Bethlehem Copper Company of
Steins has filed papers of incorporation at Santa Fé, giving its author
ized capital as $1,000,000.
William H. Sloan, at one time su
perintendent of the Las Cruces
schools and on the faculty of the State
College, died at Leavenworth, Kan.
An appeal was made to young men
of Spanish ancestry by Secretary of
State Antonio Lucero to volunteer at
once for service in the army and
g

e

navy.

adapted to cultivation .without irriga.
tlon, while in Luna county plana are
under way for supply4ng water for
several large tracts of leased land by
pumping.
The land commissioner's
estimate of 25,000 acres as the mini
mum of the grazing leases which will
be farmed has not been changed.
Corn, cane, beana and potatoes con
tinue to lead in the acreage planted,
with Union county far in the lead as
to total acres farmed. The Union
county total reached 2,242 acres,
Guadalupe county holds second place,
with Curry third and Quay fourth,
The largest acreage gained in any one
county during the week was in Roosevelt where more than 500 acres were
added, bringing the total for that
county to .1,020 acres.
It is not known, aa yet, what effect
the death of Thomai Lyons of Gila
will have on the leased lands farmed
in that county. Mr. Lyons had com
pleted plans for the fanning of more
than 1,200 acres of leased state lands
adjacent to his patented lands on th
Gila.
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aw but Experiment
Counterfeits; Imitation! and
.
trifle with and endanger the nealtn oi lniarna ana -Children-Experi- ence
against Experiment
Genuine CaMoria always bear! the signatura of
"Just-ai-Good-
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W L. DOUGLAS
"THE

8HOE THAT HOLDS IT8 SHAPE"

$3 $3.50 $4 $4.50 $5 $6 $7 & $0 aZ&WLI
Save Money by Weaving W. L Douglas
shoes. ForaaIebyoTer9000shoedealers.
The Best Known Shoes in the World--

,

I Dntialu name and the retail mice it stamped on tha bot
tom rj all shoes at the factory. The value s guaranteed and
the wearer protected again high poce foe inferior shoes. The
They cost no more in San
retail price are the tame everywhere.
Francisca than they do in New York. They are always worth the
price paid for them.
T1m quality of W. L Douglas product b guaranteed by more
A than
40 years experience in making fine shoes. The smart
styles are the leaders in the Fashion Centres of America.
They are made in a
factory at Brockton, Mass-b- y
the highest paid, skilled shoemakers, under the direction ana
supervision or experienced men, all working with an honest
determination to make the best shoes tor the price that money
can buy.
Ask your ehoa dealer far W. I Don
ihoee. If he cannot supply yon with the kind you want, take no other

flu

maka. Writ for interesting booklet explaining how to

Maj. Ruppe's Resignation Accepted.
Santa Fé. Governor Lindsey has
accepted the resignation of Maj. Bern
ard Ruppe of Albuquerque. Maj.
Etlenne P. Bujao of Carlsbad, on the

slampea on

.i
in

Presidente

u
douoto.
i
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How Careless.

unassigned list has been transferred
to the active list and assigned to re
cruiting duty. Clyde Earl Ely of Dem
ing has been promoted from first lieu
tenant to captain, while Harry E.
Bechtel has been appointed first lieu
tenant First Lieut. Samuel D. Swope
has been assigned to recruiting duty.

"Say young feller," said Broncho
Bob, "hnve you got a gun on you?"
"No, sir!" replied the man with the
brand-necowboy uniform. I was told
that It was better to be unarmed, so
as to avoid any Impression that I was
seeking a quarrel."
"Well, that's a big disappointment.
gun an' thought
I needed a brand-neWill Combat Plant Diseases.
you'd be bringing along at least a pnlr
Santa Fé. Dr. Ellsworth Bethel, of 'em. Don't you let anything like
employed by the government in the this occur again."
study of plant diseases under the jurisdiction of the forest Bervice, . has
come to Santa Fé from the San Luis
W0MENI IT IS MAGIC!
valiey. Important results in the eradi
especially
pests,
those
of
plant
cation
LIFT OUT ANY CORN
afflicting pine and other forest trees,
may be expected from the scientific
Apply a few drops then lift
Investigations now under way.
corns or Calluses off with
Angers no pain.
To Sell 138,972 Acres at Auctions.
Santa Fé A total of 104 tracts of
state land ranging in area from forty
Just think I Ton can lift
to 46,000 acres and totaling 138,off any corn or callus
972.83 acres, will be sold at public
without pain or soreness.
auction by State Land Commissioner
A Cincinnati Dan discovR. P. Ervlen during June and July,
ered this ether compound
The lands are in eight counties. Seven
and named It freezone. Any
of the auctions will be held in June
druggist will sell a tiny botand one in July.
tle of freezone, like here
shown, for very little cost.
Thomas Lyons Slain In El Paso.
You apply a few drops directly upon a tender corn
Sliver City. Thomas Lyons, Grant
or callus. Instantly the
county's largest Individual land own- soreness disappears, then
cr and one of Its most prominent citishortly you will find the
zens, was murdered in El Paso. The
corn or callus so loose that
body, with a crushed skull and many
you can lift It right off.
wounds, was discovered in a ravine in
Freezone is wonderful. It
the Highland Park section of that
dries instantly. It doesn't
city.
eat away the corn or callus, but shrivels It up with-oBreaks Jail at Lordsburg.
even irritating the sur
Santa Fé. A jail break is report
rounding skin.
ed from Lordsburg, three Mexicans reHard, soft or corns beleasing a fourth.
tween the toes, as well as
painful calluses, lift right
Roswell Club Buys Twenty Acres.
off. There is no nnln ho.
are so prosperous
Santa
In Roswell that the Roswell Country fore or afterwards. If your druggist
Club has just added twenty more hasn't freezone, tell him to order a
acres to Its holdings at $100 an acre, small bottle for you from his wholesale drug house. adv.
increasing, its domain to ninety-fou- r
acres, on which the club maintains a
The Color Scheme.
fine club bouse.
"Has your wife started that bunk
account of which you were telling
Rancher Missing for Two Months.
me?"
Magdalena.
L. J. Otto, an
"Not yet, but sho hns collected sum- of the Quemado country, about 80
miles northwest of Magdalena, has pie checks from nil the banks and Is
been missing about two months and it trying to decide which makes the most
ii believed that he has lost his life in harmonious combination with her new
embossed stationery."
the hills of that country.
-

W. L. Oonjlaa Shoe Cow
Spark St., Brockton, rnaaa.

Iiullroad shop employees at San
Junn, Porto Rico, have procured an
Increase In pay and better workjog
conditions.
An old bachelor says that a woman's
tongue Is an organ without stops.
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HADE FIOM THE HIGHEST CBADE DURUM

WHEAT

COOK BOOK FREE
R MINUTES.
SKJKNER HFC CO. OMAHA. VS.K
Uiftejf Maxtjoni F&ctoni in America.
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of those young men who
served with Company H, First New
Mexico infantry, on the border for
eleven months, who returned home in
April, are
Through the efforts of L. J. Dean,
physical director of the Y. M. C. A., a
movement for the organization of several companies of boy scouts has
been started at Albuquerque.
Forest rangers and supervisors are
directing local committees, assiatina
in the collecting and distributing of
seed, and urgtne the cultivation of
land in the mountain communities.
Benjamin M. Read has decided to
decline the position of president of
the Spanish-AmericaNormal School
at El Rito and has so notified tha
board of trustees of the institution.
Thirty thousand trout and bass
were swept down the Tesuque river by
Catch Escaped Convict
a flood that took out the dam of
Santa Fé. An escaped convict, An- Charles C. Catron at his summer
home twelve miles northeast of Santa astacio Barela, who made his getaway
from a road camp near Albuquerque,
Fó.
been brought back to the penihas
The fourth degree the patriotic
county deputy
step In the Knights of Columbus was tentiary by a Grant
sheriff.
conferred at Albuquerque upon a class
of eighty candidates by a degree
Muster Roll Has Fifty Names.
team headed by Robert E. Morrison of
Silver City. The local national
Prescott, Ariz., master of the fourth guard recruiting office continues to
degree In the district composed of enroll volunteers each day and those
New Mexico, Arizona and El Paso, who have signed the muster roll of
Tex.
Company H to date number fifty.
W. L. Elser, who for some time has
Cultivate Land With Prisoners.
been assistant director of the Exten
sion Department of the New Mexico
Santa Fé. Gov. Lindsey and the ex
College of Agriculture and Mechanical
ecutive committee of the Council of
Arts, has been appointed secretary of State Defense have made an apportionlabor. His duties will be to place la- ment of $83,500 for the purchase of
borers with those needing them and seed and provender in the various
finding employment for the idle.
counties of the state. Under a war
To do their share in preventing a fund appropriation of $20,000, arrangepotato famine, twelve citizens of Al- ments are being made to cultivate,
buquerque and an equal number from for state account, with convicts from
Flagstaff most of them officers of the state penitentiary, 640 acres of
the Forest Service have rented four state land in northern Torrance counacres of potato land near Flagstaff, ty, and 600 acres of Irrigated land In
and are preparing to put in a crop.
Rio Arriba county.
Many

t

C

25-2-

the Hebron dam.
Colfax county will spend $15,000 In
assisting farmer!.
New Mexicans to enter service of
nation on Aug 6th.
Silver City is to hold a patriotic
celebration on the 4th of July.
Abram HoUiday. aged 87 years, died
at his home at East Las Vegas.
New Mexicans are expected to take
$1,500,000 of the Liberty loan bonds.
Corn, cane, beans and potatoes con
tinue to lead in the acreage planted.
The Ramah Reservoir Company has
placed the reservoir dam under guard.
It is stated that the delinquent
taxes in the state amount to $1,600,-

cornmeal.
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FIERY RED PIMPLES
That

Itch and Burn Are Usually
Edematous cuticura Quickly Heals.

It needs bnt a slnele hot bath with
Cutlcura Soap followed by a gentle
application of Cutlcura Ointment- tn
the most distressing, disfiguring
eczemaa, itchlngs and burnings to
prove their wonderful properties. Thev
are also Ideal for every-da- y
toilet use.
Free sample each by mall with Rnnk
Address postcard. Cutlcura. Dent. L
Boston, Sold everywhere. Adv.
Women have such a good time tulk- Ing because they have so. little to say
that they do not cure how they say It

:,;.' (jrm Mii-- i

á neV suit FRE ifthey rip
IfyOTalanttMinJTfnwwilltmdttxm,

charra prepaid, aa ncopt of price, S5a each.

Levi Strauss

&.

Co, San Frandac

WANTED

Brokerage

Arm or men to handle gilt
edge stock on commission basis. Communicate with us at once.

ANSON BROKERAGE COMPANY
Bldg.
Salt Lake City

609 Newhouse

5 REWARD

for the name and address of an acceptable
salesman and organizer in your county.
Splendid position open for one man or
woman in each county.
BUCKNER

ft G00DYCAB,

V.

is no more neceeeary

tha almost miraculous effi
cacy, aaa hatmleetMSS, of AaUtyphold Vacclnstlna.
BtTicclnateoNOW by roof phyildaa, ros aai
Tour family. It Is aura vital than boose Insrinroce.
Ask your phyilcUa, druffljt, or send for Hm
yon ha Typhoid!" Ulllaf of Typhoid Vaccina,
leinltsfromas and dufar from Typhoid Cantata.
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7 Comfort. 69 anta at
Smartlnf Jns
or mail. Write for free Bra
Book.
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hzn Year Eyes Need Care
Try Murine Eva Remedy
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Don't trust your future happiness
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

FLEE

MEXICANS

FEARING CONSCRIPTION

110V

VOr.lEII CAÍ1 SEQVE AMERICA

time to the service of the country;
they have taken it on themselves to
form an organization which now counts
seventeen branch recruiting offices In
Paris, and the work of which la rap-Idl-y
throughout
being
extended
France.
Great success has been recorded, and
the movement, which was begun In a
comparatively amall way by a number
of patriotic women anxious to do something in behalf of their country, promises still greater results. One of the
secrets ofthls success has been the
of effort In the organization, according to the Marquise de
Everything possible has
Moustler.
been concentrated under one central
body, and the association, which encountered at first confusion resuttlng
from diverse operations, has developed
Into a smoothly working body.
Real 8ervlce Now Rendered.
Mistakes due to scattered effort and
multiple bodies have been corrected
and a real service to the country Is
now being rendered. There Is no lost
labor anywhere, and the day the gov
ernment finally ordains civil mobilization It will find Itself already possessed
of a well working machine run by
women which will serve as a model for
the men.
The association Is directed by a committee whose president Is Mme. Emlle
Boutroux, wife of the Academician
Amona the six vice presidents are
Mme. Chenu, wife of Maltre Chenu,
and the Viscountess Tie Vlelard. Be
sides the secretary and treasurer there
are eleven committee members, Including the Marquise de Moustler and some
.
il. . baAmlnAnf nnfl fit Wa niA
Although the women control their
own organization, they have seen fit to
seek the advice of men; therefore, In
cluded In the association Is a consulting committee of thirteen men, repre
senting different organizations and various religious beliefs. This commit
tee Includes the Marquis de Vogue,
vice president of the farmers of
France; M. Tessler, secretary of the
Union of Commercial and Industrial
Employees; Rabbi Israel Levi, Pastor Wilfred Monod, M. Reverdy, vice
president of the Catholic Club of Work
era, and M. Oervalse, secretary of the
M

Union of Government Employees.
Meetings Three Times a Week.
Committee meetings are held three
times a week, the committees being
those of organization, propaganda and
Btudy. Once a month there Is a gen
eral meeting of the regular committee
and the consulting committee of men
The latter, although having a voice In
the councils, have no vote, but simply
Interchange Ideas and offer helpful
suggestions and advice which the women may need.
Enrollment In the association Is carried out In the following manner: The
prospective applicant for national service receives a bulletin bearing the
heading of the association, with a
blank space In which the enrollment
The form Is then
number Is Indicated.
filled out and filed. If the applicant
fulfills all the requirements she Is either Immediately placed In the position she desires to fill or, If there Is no
vacancy at the time, she remains at
the call of the organization.
The application blank reads: "I,
nationality,
the undersigned, of
, agree
. Uvlng at
born at
that, on the day France appeals to me,
hours a day,
I will work
hours a week, In one of the following

city or district other than that yon
have Indicated!
Would you work Sunday T
Have yon children between five
and fifteen living with you? Have
you children less than five living
with you? If so, how many?
If married, does your husband
authorize you to enroll?
If minor, do your parents authorize you to enroll?
Do you agree to work In a category of benevolent service?
Are you obliged to ask pay?
Ton are entitled to your salary ;
you are not to accept a salary lower than that paid ordinarily for
work you agree to do.
Providing for Day of Need.
This bulletin Is not a request for Im
mediate employees ; It is an inscription
for the day when France may have
need of new forces. Such persons as
have need of Immediate work, however, are requested to Indicate It. The
committee agrees to transmit Immediately their demand to the proper authorities.
A similar bulletin Is devoted to
farming enrollment, concluding as fol
lows

:

The women of the farms have
wanted to be associated with the
work of voluntary enrollment of
French women In the service of
the country. They will do It gladly, and, since they are adapted to
agricultural life, they will work
for the salvation of the country.
In enrolling on the lists of this association they will show their desire to persevere, some In remaining where they are, others In putting themselves at the disposition
of farmers at the height of the
season. Those who cannot work
will organize the task of caring
for Infants In school during vacation.
The billboard posters which helped
Britain raise an army are now being
used by the association to recruit pa
triotlc woman workers. They made
their appearance recently on walls In
Paris and attracted considerable atten
"Enroll yourself I
tlon. They read:
Give the time you have, so that no ef
fort will be lost. Enroll yourself In
the administration, military or health
service, or wherever you can be use
ful."
The posters call attention to the
need of women aiding the nation to the
They will, It Is be
fullest extent
lieved, greatly Increase women's mobl
llzatlon, used to show what has al
ready been accomplished toward this
end. Moving picture films also have
been taken by the government, and
will be used to speed the work.

OFFERS LIFE

TO NATION

TOLLREACIIES

Tex. Conscription has terror for the Mexicans.
When word came to the border
that the great American congress
had adopted conscription, the
Mexicans who had fled to this
side of the border during the
troubled days of Madero, Huerta, Villa and Carranza believed
the American brand of conscription would be similar to the
Mexican brand. So hundreds of
them fled back to Mexico.
At El Carmen

ILLINOIS, TENNESSEE,.
KENTUCKY

TRIES TO BOOST HIS HEIGHT
Patrlotlo Youth Has Clever Scheme,
but It Is Detected by Recruiting Officers.
Albany, N. Y. Trying to boost his
feet 8 Inches up to the standard required for military service, Willis
Hartman, a patriotic youth from
near here, tried a form of elevation that almost got by the United
State marine corps recruiting officers
here.
Willis went through without a flaw
until he stripped to be examined for
scars when the doctor discovered several layers of adhestlve plaster and a
small cotton pad under each heel that
effect" to the
gave a "French-hee- l
would-bwarrior. When It was removed, he lacked one Inch of meeting
the required height.
"I don't want to be a slacker, so I
tried my best to enlist," said Hart-mawhen he was rejected. "The
scheme would be all right, too," he added, "If I could only make It stick."
5

d,

e

Invention of Marine Corps Captain
Has a Radius of From 50 to
100 Miles.
New York. Every motorcycle messenger in the United States army will
be equipped with a private wireless
outfit, with a radius of from 50 to
100 miles, If the Invention of Frank K.
Evans, captain In the marine corps, stationed on recruiting duty In New York,
receives favorable consideration by)
the ordnance board.
Captain Evans' outfit weighs less
than 12 pounds, and can be set up to
receive messages In from one to two
and a half minutes. It consists of a
sending and receiving apparatus, a dynamo attached to the rear wheel and
aerial constructed on the
a
order of a steel fishing pole.
It is claimed for the Invention thnt
constant communication can he maintained with friendly air scouts and
field stations.
100-fo-

BARS HORSE

MEAT

Committee on Health Rules
War Has Not Made Innovation
Necessary.

TRAIN

KILLS BRAVE

SOLDIER

Escapes Shells for Months In Trenches
In France, Then Faints on

Station Platform..

.

..

Chicago. Horse steaks for Chicago?
Neigh, neigh
The city council committee on
health has ruled that the war has
not made the Innovation necessary, and
therefore has refused to consider an
application from Christ Scheer for
a permit to open a shop dealing
exclusively In the flesh of Old Dobbin.
"I feel," said Alderman Cullerton,
"that we ought not to listen to a proposition of this kind now. The time Is
not ripe. Possibly later we may come
to It, but It certainly Isn't a necessary step now."
1

Farm Work Not Hindered.
This appeal Is not addressed to the
farming community working at home
or elsewhere, who are able to render a
greater service to France In remaining
at their present posts. They may enLace Flag for U. 8. Troops.
roll themselves, but only In the localThe woman lace workers of
Poris.
ity of their present employment and Veiny
united In making a lace
have
formed.
be
can
where squads
colors of the nnited
the
flag
with
examination
The following are the
States, and Intend to present It to the
questions:
first American regiment that comes to
Had you worked before the wnfV
tight upon French soil.
In what profession?
General Lafayette came from the
Are you working now? In what
region of Veiny und the old chateau
.
profession?
In which he lived still Is standing.
Have you passed exnniiniitionx?
If so, which?
Rice for Ink Stains.
Would you accept work other
the stained article, using
Wash
If
Indicated?
you
have
than that
boiled
preference.
.rice Instead of soap, and then
'0, specify in order or
rinse In clear water.
Would you aeree to work In a

The Modern Day

Farmer Applies

ARKANSAS,

AND ALABAMA

Business Methods and Seeks
More Than a Living on

ped."

Western Canada's soli and climate
Is
suitable to graining large and profKHGVN INJURED
yields of wheat Many so large
itable
cry la belug made for
A nation-wid- e
more economy and greater production, that those not acquainted with the
reports
and probably never was the need' of facts hesitate to believe the
LIST OF VICTIMS
QR0W8 Al foodstuffs equal to that of the present sent out by the farmers in that counsincerity
Grain prices are the highest In the na- try. As an evidence of their
STORM AREA SPREADS; PROPyields
affadavtts
correct
In
reporting
agricultion's history and today the
ERTY L08S VERY HEAVY.
reprotural fields of America offer Induce- of a couple of grain growers are
ments thut are unequuled In any other duced.
"I, Newell J. Noble, of the town of
line of commerce or business. The
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Nobleford, Province of Alberta, do
Ideal Ufe Is that close to nature,
the freedom of God's great out- solemnly declare that from 1,000 acres
Three Days' Tornado Victims.
was.
doors and fulfilling a duty to human of wheat on the said farm there
TOWN.
Dead. In.
54,395
ity by producing from a fertile soil In the season of 1918, threshed
100
14
Mattoon, Illlnoii
Charleston, Illlnoii
II 110 that which Is essential to the very ex- bushels of wheatubelng at the average
Other llllnola Towns
It istence of a less fortunate people who of 54 bushels and 23 pounds per acre.
II
10
21
Andale, Kanaaa
on
II
Arkanaaa
I
are actually starving to death for food- And that from 304.69 acres of oats
100
Indiana
t
tho said farm, there was threshed In
ecoso
produced
can
stuffs
be
thut
7
15
Kentucky
48,500
Tennessee
I
II nomically In .the United States and the said season of 1916,average bushels
of 122
of oats, being at the
Canada.
TOTAL
Ill 1107
bushels and SO pounds per acre.
High prices for all grain, undoubt
"And I make thus solemn declaraChicago, May 28. More than 185 edly, will be maintained for a number
tion conscientiously, believing It to be
certainty
appears
a
years,
and
It
of
Inpersons were killed and 107
true and knowing that It Is of the
jured, with millions of dollars' that the agriculturist will reap a same force and effect as If made unat
worth of property destroyed by bounteous return for his labor and
demands der oath and by virtue of The Canada
tornadoes which swept through Kan- the same time carry out the
Evidence Act." NEWELL J. NOBLBL
conwrong
A
citizenship.
patriotic
of
sas on Friday, Illinois and IndiA Woman Takes Affidavit as to
as
noticed
ana on Saturday and parts of Ten- ception has been generally
been, Yields. On January 4, 1017, Mrs. Nanhas
on
It
to
Farm."
"Life
the
nessee, Arkansaj, Kentucky
and
folconsidered as only cy Coe of Nobleford made oath as
southern Illinois Sunday. Each hour to a large extent,
lows:
a
afford
to Uve peacefully and
the death list grows as tornadoes are a place
In the matter of yield of wheat, oats
satisfied with
reported throughout the storm area. living for those who are
of
merely a comfortable existence. Such and flax on my farm for harvest
Many towns are out of communication
'of the town of
Nancy
Coe,
I,
1916,
created,
been
wrong
Impression has
a
Alberta, do soland not until later will the fulldeaih
In a measure, by the lack of systema Nobleford, Province of
list be known.
threshed from
business principles to farming In emnly declare that I
tic
6,110 bushels of '
Reports indicate that a large
my
on
farm
115
acres
agrifarming
and
general. But today
measure, which It Is
amount of farm Implements needed
culture have been given a supremacy wheat (machine
to produce the bumper crop desired In the business world and require the believed will hold out In weights fully
s
of the crop althis year, are ruined, although the same advanced methods as any other
about
being at
weighed),
spasmodic wind struck only here and
having
been
ready
In no other busi
Une of commerce.
there In Its frightful play through the ness does a system adoption pay bet- the average of 53 bushels and 8
rural regions. Crop damago Is said ter than on the farm, and It Is certain pounds per acre, and that from 48
on stubble ground, I
to be not heavy In grains.
that there Is no other line of work, acres of flax
The heaviest toll of life was taken that, generally speaking, needs It as threshed 903 bushels of flax, being at
at Mattoon, 111., a city of 10,000 people much. The old Idea of getting a living an average of 20 bushels and 88
country of central off the furm and not knowing how It pounds per acre, and that from 5,08
in the broom-corIllinois, where 64 are known to be waf made and following up the details acres of oats I threshed 586 bushels,
dead and 500 Injured, with a property of each branch of farming to get the machine measure, being at an average
of 115 bushels'and 27 pounds per acre.
loss of $2,000,000.
maximum of profit, at the least exAdvertisement.
Charleston, 111., ten miles east of pense, Is fast being done away with.
Mattoon, was partly wrecked, with a
as
considered
being
now
Farming Is
Parental Supervision.
loss of 38 lives and 150 injured. The a business and a living Is not sufficient
"Did you suy you didn't raise your
property loss there Is $1,000,000.
for the modern agriculturist; a small
The next most serious loss was at per' cent on the Investment Is not boy to be a soldier?"
"Yes. But that doesn't affect the
Andale, Kans., where 26 were killed enough, the present-dafarmer must
suppose that Shakeand a score Injur ;d.
have a percentage return equal to that result. I don't
Dublin, Ky., suffered 3 dead and 17 of other lines of business. The prices speare's parents raised him to be a
injured, while a telephone message for produce are high enough, but the poet."
from Hickman, Ky., stated that re- cost of producing has been the factor,
Red Cross Bag Blue makes the laundress
ports from farming settlements about In many places, that has reduced the
makes clothes whiter than snow.
Hickman Indicated that 20 or more profit. It Is the application of a sys- happy,
All good grocers. Adv.
persons were killed In that vicinity by tem to the cost of various work on the
a tornado.,
Discordances.
farm that It s possible to give figures
In
South Dyersburg, Tenn., was report- on profits made In
"Do you enjoy Wagnerian muslcr
ed to have lost 2 killed and 15 In Western Canuda.
"Not a bit. Sometimes I wonder
jured in a tornado that swept Dyer
Mr. C. A. Wright of Mllo, Iowa, whether that Wagnerian music didn't
county.
bought a hundred und sixty acres of do n great deal toward spoiling Ger,
Near Blythevllle, Ark., nine persons land In Western Cnnnda for $3,300 In many's disposition."
were killed and a dozen hurt.
December, 1915, and took his first crop
Reports from Indiana show at least from It In 1010. After paying for the
Versed In That Direction.
seven persons killed at Hebron, Kouts land In full and the cost of cultivating
"Economical social functions are now
and other places, and the death list it and marRetlng the groin, he sold his the thing."
may reach twenty. More than 200 grain at $1.55 a bushel (a low price
"Unj. Home women I know will at
were Injured in the Indiana territory compared with the present market), last get a chance to shine," was the
swept by the storm.
bad a surplus of $2,472.07. Ills figures other lady's remnrk."
Smaller towns In Illinois lost a are as follows:
dozen dead on Saturday, with two
score injured, while In the southern 4,487 bushels worth
$1.55 at Champoint of Illinois wind rtorms Sunday
$0,l)")4.8r $0,954.85
pion
killed a half dozen and injured a
Threshing bill lie
score. 493.57
per bushel
Meager reports from Sayre, fifteen
144.00
miles east of Birmingham, Ala., said Seed at 95c
100.00
several were killed and many Injured Drilling
100.00
when a tornado struck the town. Doc Cutting
50.00
Symptoms of More Serious
tors with ambulances hurried to the Twine
40.00
Shocking
scene.
Sickness.
Hauling to town
Finnish Workers Strike.
134.61
3c
Petrograd. Strikes In all branches
1,182.18
Totul cost
am tba
Washington Park, 111. -3,300.00
of industry throughout Finland are re
Cost of land
mother of four children and have suf
ported In a dispatch from Helslngfors.
, a
,.,,. fered with zemate
$4,482.18
$4,482.18
trouble, backache.
ITALY 8MASHE8 AUSTRIA'S LINE.
nervous spells and
the blues. My chilNet profit after
In
Cut Off Railroads From Monfalcone
dren's loud talking
paying for farm'
Advance on Trieste.
$2,472.07
and romping would
and all cost
Rome, May 28. Italians smash Aus
make me so nervous
trian lines on Carso plateau and north
I could Just tear
S. Joseph and Sons of Des Moines,
of Gorlzla, making substantial gains, la., are looked upon as being shrewd,
everything to piece
In assault between Jamlano and Trl careful business men. Having some
and I would ache aU
este gulf, Italian troops cut Monfal- spare money on hand, and looking for
over and feel so sick
railroad northeast of San a suitable Investment, they decided to
that I would not
want anvone to talk
Giovanni and carry strong hill south' purchase Canadian lands, and farm
a timmL T.vdia E. Pinkham'a
n
west of Madezza. ' More than 2,000 them.
Compound and Liver Pills
Vegetable
prisoners taken, making a total of over
of
the Canadian
With the assistance
me to health and I want to thank
24.000 since May 14th. Near Plava Ca- Government Agent, at Des Moines, la.,
dorna's men carry by storm heights at they made selection near Champion, you for the good they have done me. I
head of Palllova valley, connecting up Alberta., They put 240 acres of land have had quita a bit of trouble and
not affect my youththeir lines to Mount Cucco.
in wheat, and in writing to Mr. Hew- worry but it does
British make local gains northwest itt, The Canadian Government Agent ful looks. Myfriendsssy 'Whydoyosj
and well T ' I owe it aU
of St. Quentin and near Fontaine-lea- at Des Moines, one of the members of look so young
E. Pinkham remedies.",
Lydia
tho
to
batof
end
Arras
Colsllles, on south
the firm says: "I have much pleasure
Mrs. Robt. Stopiel, Sage Avenue,
tle Une.
In advising you that on our farm five Washington Park, Illinois.
Crown prince's forces penetrate miles east of Champion, In the ProvIf you have any symptom about which
French lines In Champagne, but are ince of Alberta,- Canada, this year
0
yon would like to know write to the
later repulsed. North of Alsne river (1916) we harvested and threshed
Germans repulsed in attack on Laf- bushels of wheat from 240 acres, Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn,
Yaux mill.
this being an average of 44 bushels Mass., for helpful advice given free of
Forty-eigh- t
passengers and eighty- - and 10 pounds to the acre. A con- charge.
five members of the crew of the Span siderable portion of the wheat was
as well as men
IS Women
ish steamer C. de Eizagulrre'are be- No. 1 Northern, worth at Champion,
are made miserable br
kidney and bladder trou-lieved to have perished as a result of approximately $1.85 per bushel, makT1".
ble.
Thousands recom
ing a total return of $19,610, or an avthe sinking of the steamer.
mend Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Root,
yields.
gross
the treat
acre
erage of $81.70 per
In fifty-cekidney medicine. At
And by aid of a thorough system were
Killed by German Airmen
Seventy-simay
Tou
receive a
and dollar sizes.
by
wheat
growing
Poet,
of
sample
Parcel
alee
bottle
cost
size
keep
to
the
able
During the last few
Petrograd.
pamphlet telling-- about It. Address Dr.
bushel.."
Kilmer tt Co., Blnghamton, N. T., an
davs German aircraft hav.e dropped at about 25 cents 'a
Messrs. Smith & Sons of Vulcan, enclose ten cents, also mention this paper.
bombs on towns situated in the Dan
of wheat on a
ube realon. inflicting many casual Alberta, are growers
ties A raid on the town of Inmall, large scale and hap demonstrated
i
Enquire for the
J.H.WILSON
Bessarabia,. was particularly destruc that there Is greater profit In WesternIn
WIIsob Never Break Trace I SADDLERY Ca
probably
wheat:ral8lng
than
Canada
tive, a large number or women ana
.. DENVOI
Guaranteed
business anywhere. Speakchildren being killed and wounded any other
Mr.
Smith
experience
ing
of
their
of
lives
the
The raid, which claimed
E. Colema.
Watson
Patent Liiwyef, Washlngloa,
persons and caused injury says:
seventy-si1). O. Adrice and booka free.
at
the
of
land
sections
"I have three
Batee reasonable. Hlgbestrtferraiet. JJeaiMrrieaa.
to 175 others, proved more deadly
lime and am farming yearly
than any raid that the Zeppelins have present 1.400 acres pf land. My re
W. N. U.. DENVER. Ñ67
made on Englimd since the war bogan, L200 to'
three-fourth-

n

WIRELESS FOR MOTORCYCLES

,

categories: Manufacture for industries of war exclusively; manufacture
other than for industries of war; stockroom employee; agriculture, Including
gardening; teaching; civil assistance,
such as creches, canteens and care of
infants; military health service, Including nursing and office work; help,
such as servant, scullery maid, seamstress and laundry girl In hospitals
and military establishments; stenography, bookkeeping, office work. I
.
desire to worn at

BUB

1,107

one Mexican

Glen-woo-

A

the Farm.

Council

Col. Peter
At the age of eighty-four- ,
Paul Dobozy of West Plains, Mo., survivor of the Hungarian Insurrection of
1848-4of the war of France and Italy
against Austria In 1859 and a veteran
of the Civil war in this country, has
offered his services and his Ufe to the
United States. He has asked permission of the government to establish
a cavalry training station at West
Plains, Mo.
He came to this country In 18G2 with
two nephews of Louis Kossuth and In
1863 organized a regiment of negro
heavy artillery. After, the war he became an engineer in the Ozark country
and blazed the way for the old Kansas
City, Fort Scott and Gulf railway, now
a part of the Frisco system.

05

HIT BY DISASTER.

mother gathered np her two
sons and set out to cross the
river to Mexico on a raft. The
raft broke and the three floundered In the water a considerable time until dragged to safety by spectators. She explained
she had tried to reach Mexico
to save her sons from the horror
of the American war.

CHICAGO

'

1

Brownsville,

Describes Plan Adopted for Enrolling French Women in Readiness
-- Committees
for Cali When Civil Mobilization Is Ordered
List the Applicants for the Work for Which They
Prove to Be Best Fitted.
By FRED B. PITNEY.
Correspondent of the New Tork Tribune.
Parle. The ways In which American women may serve their country
as the French women are serving
France were described to me fey the
Marquise de Moustler, member of the
Association for the Enrollment of
'
French Women.
Civil mobilization In France la not
yet an accomplished fact, although
Senator Berenger haa Introduced a bill
to make It ao. A law la not necessary,
however, to Induce women to give their

Fill III

TORNADO DEATH

U. S.,

turns from the farm for the past two
years have been around 200, that is
for every dollar I have spent I hav
received three, now I do not know
where you can do that welL
"This la surely the country for the
man with the small capital as the land
Is still reasonable In price, payments
In long term and work of all kinds for
every man to do. I feel that If I waa
turned out here without a dollar that
In less than ten years I could own a
section of land and have It well equip-

London. Tired, fnlnt from hunger
and sleeplessness, Capt. Clive Durden
of the Australians arrived In Victoria
station from France. While walking
along the platform he fainted, fell under the train and was run over.
He had been fighting continually In
the most dangerous places In Frttnce
for six months unscathed and was
coming to England to rest. When he
was picked up after the accident Captain Durden was conscious.
"What rotten luck," he said, "to
miss a million shells and get done in
by a toy locomotive."
In 'an hour he was dead.

"Wildcat Was Tame Fox."
Pittsburgh, Pa. "There's a wildcat
or some kind of an animal chasing
around Ellsworth avenue," an excited
woman telephoned the Frankstown avenue police station the other afternoon.
Patro'man Philip Flynn was detailed
to capture the "wildcat." It turned
out to be a gray fox.; Flynn trapped
It In a box. It Inter was claimed by
Jane Cavanaugh of 5717 Eva street
who said" the nnlmnl wus tame.
Killed 6,000 Rabbits.
Stockton, Cal. Hundreds of hunters
participated In a Jnckrabblt drive at
Escalón, which resulted In the estimated killing of between 5,000 and
6,000 of the pests.

y
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Notes

The Spanish American Hospital
--

Raourri

i A Vocal IT.

Church Directory

Regularity
Means
Success

Nil.

Mrs. Aepgren returned home
Tuesday 29th with her four pound
daughter. Both were feeling

IRVIN OGDEN, SF
EDITOR AND rUBUSHKR

Sl.SS tm

Tar
fine.
s
Entered as
matter at the
Mr. John Reeb who waa operpostoffice in Roy, New Mexico.
ated on tws weeks ago for appen
dicitis ia up and around seems to
Many people are genuinely dis
be well on the way to recovery.
appointed that "Teddy" could
not be allowed to go to France
Mrs. Pittman ef Mosquero has
army
with his volunteer
to take keen in the Hospital the past two
part in the World War. We ad weeks will be able to return home
mit to a responsive sentiment in a few days.
and the volunteer soldier of the
Mr. and Mrs. C, J. McClure of
II. S. is the biggest and best
Mills were at the Hospital Tues
thing our free country has pro
Both have been taking
day.
duced, and yet
treatment for some time.
When it is recognized that as
much of the duty of fighting for
Mrs. H. R. Johnson is in the
our country belongs to one citi- Hospital, has Pneumonia.
zen as to another and that there
are many who from selfish interests, or greed or love of ease or The ballgame at Mosquero last
cowardice or many other reasons Sunday between Mills and Moswill remain at home and shirk quero resulted in a score of 12-- 1
their share of responsibility as usual in favor of Mills. Mos
while the public spirited, the loy quero had some good players but
all and truly patriotic are left to ack training
fight our battles for the "Slackers" and it is the wise policy of
the Government to share the
burden on all alike who are physically fit and within the pre
scribed age . limits. It plainly
would net be wise to set such a
shining example of Volunteer enthusiasm up before the people to
whom we are advocating absolute
fairness and the equitable division of service, as to allow Roose
velt and his enthusiastic followers to do this thing in contradiction to the established Military
rules. Such an act would be' ir.
some respects similar to the mol
that takc3 the law in its own
hand'. Patriotism is not a wave
of sentiment, thr.t is but a symptom, Patriotism as a 'deep, abiding conviction that endures til
death, not the burst oc heroism
that faces death unthinkingly 01
comdesparately.
Koosevelt
mands respect that he cheerful!
submits to authority and latei
we will all see that the Fresident
is right and consistent in refus-"- '
ing the sensational play we would
all like
Conditions are
far too serious now for anyone to
play to the Grand-stanSattriptiM

second-clas-

BANK
NEW MEX.
The Campfire Girls made the
most of their afternoon at the

O

O

The Cassidy Commissicn Co.
of Kansas City offers us a weekly market report which we may
try for awhile. The last week's
report gives steers at $13,35 with
a li'geral supply coming in. Sale
on stackers and feeders slow.
Hogs topped the market at $15.
S3 with very heavy receipts;

also

New Us3 is Found in Home'

' I tlMn't I:no'
your Imslncs
nl'
lowed you nuk-l- tlr.ie for triors'' naW.
the visitor m hn glanced n'tvind til
tlv; fitlik'tlc p.irar'icrnr.ll.i disj luyed on
the walls of liis friend's e'en.
i

off

Goodman s
3

E

said that if the president of the
United States does not make it
illegal to have these evils near
4,he army camp he will invoke
so,

and will try to separate the youth
from these temptation.

tratiom

More than five hundred of the

pro-bab- lv

M.

J. B. LUSK

work. The .iroprletors have so much
faith In the curative powers of Hall's
Catarrh Medicine that tney offer One
Hundred Dollars 'or any ca?t that It falls
to cure. Send for Hat of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY ft CO., Toledo.
Ohio. SuIJ by all Druggist. 75c

Attorney at Lav
Prompt

r.nd

Careful Attention

Given all Business Entrusted
to me

Iff yiú

NEW MEXICO

ROY

May 28. 1917,

The following

is a

lint of loiters

remaining in the Pust Otlice, al

when you look sally over yo- -r
ofruinsd grain, it will be toa
late to think of vhiLt a comfort a
fit-Id-

Roy, New Mexico for more than
28,
"It doesn'trnicli," rer.llol the
n vi
ti
fourteen days prior to Mf-business n;in. "When I gc!
Bell
Miss Edith
a chance I sneak off ta n gyinnnKÍun;
L. G. Jackson
or to the country cluh, but most of my
exercising I do rlglrt here in this
Alfredo Sandoval
room."
Mr. Hugh Miller
i tho Hartford Firs Insnrcxce C?.
"Surely yen don't use the bnskel
i
'
Gallegos
Hipólita
hall cr the ice skates or that rifle
have been. Tho time to
vould
Santiágo Gutteriez
here," said his friend whli n smile.
think about such things is right
'Tou're wrong. I do," said the busy
comes. Hartfd
The abo've letters will re in b ron before the storm
man briskly. "Sec that hock in the
ford Hail Insurance costs little and
ceiling? I string the basket bull up, 'ADVERTISED" for fourteen
will add much to your peace cf
put on that ralr oí old kid gloves days and if uncalled for at the
mind. May we talk to you about it?
nnd bang It around for ten minutes
will
be
same
time,
of
end
that
every other morning or so. Best punching bag I ever tried.
sent to the Division of Dead Let"These Ico skates are just the right ter?, Washington D. O.
weight to use us dumbbells In some
When calling for above letters
very quick exercises. Anj nun of those
golf sticks makes a wud such as Please say "ADVERTISED."
they use In gymnasiums to take the
One cent postage Due will be
quirks out of the muscles of the arms,
Office at Residence
collected
on any of the above
chest and back.
ROY, N. M
"Those tennis balls nre Invaluable letters delivered.
for strengthening the grip of the
Wm. G.JOHNSON,
bands and the cords of the forearm.
Roy, N. Mex
Postmaster,
FOR SALE:-Sp- an
of Horses,
Take one in each hand and squeeze it
Span
good
tents
of Mules, Two
about fifty times as hard as you can
every day.
will sell or trade.
BOWEL COMPLAINTS IN 1NDIA.
"With that hunting rifle I haven't
See team at my farm 2 miles
used lu four years I go through the
In a lecture at one of the Des Moinsame stunts, including the manual of es, Iowa, churches a missionary from east of Solano.
arms that- Uncle Sam has worked' out India told of going into the interior
H. R. Johnson
to. keep his' soldiers in good trim. I or India, where he was taken, sick,
Solano, N. M.
must admit that that tennis racket has that he had a bottle of Chamberlain's
'
puzzled me. I can't think of a thing Colic,Cholera and
.Diarrhoea Remedy
to do with it except practice 'strokes
believed that it saved his
with one of the balls 'against that with him and
life. This remedy Is used successfully
clear part of the wall."
in India both as a preventive and cure
for cholera. You may know from this
Culbone, England, Boasts
that it can be depended upon for the
of World's Smallest Church, milder forms of bowel complaint that of Springer, N. M.. will be in
Roy
occur in this country,
Many claims for the smallest church
Obtainable everywhere,
hare been made, but the distinction,
such as it Is, belongs to that of Culbone, a lonely and secluded parish on
Dreaming of an. Absent One.
(he coast of Somerset. The dimensions
To dream of grieving over the abof Culbone church are 33 feet by 12
feet and it is a complete structure, sence of anyone is snld to be a sure
to attend the Dental needs of
with chancel, nare and south porch, sign that the person you dream of will
this community.
soon return, and with friendliness or
says London
Near Dover may be seen the ruins love grown nU the stronger through
'of a Knights Templar church which la absence. But to dream of rejoicing at
some respects Is a rival to Culbone. anyone's absence means that you wlH
These ruins form no more than a shortly receive news you would rather
ground piad, and were unearthed in be without.
Then you will have a
1800. They consist of foundations
disclosing n western circular parthex
PUBLIC SALE.
Invisible Asset.
32 feet in diameter, with a chancel 24
She "So you are engaged t Ml
feet long. Lulllngton church. In the Bnggs.
There's only one REAL AucI'm sure I can't see anything
neighborhood of Eastbourne and
tioneer in the Country,. Thats - lias been called he "smallest attractive about that woman." He
I see It; but it's In the
;hurch In England" ; but however small "Neither can
bank, nil right" Dostoo Transcript.
!t may now be It measures only some
10 feet square It should be snld that
Only One Guess.
His address is MILLS N. M.
this Is but the fragment of a church
A New York Judge says that when
You can have SALE BILLS
In thU; competition for smnllness. i wife, takes money from her hus.
Wasdale church, at the head of
n nd's pocket he is entitled to a SO printed and make
dates at the
In Cumberland, makes what
per cent drawback. Of course he Is, Spanish-America- n
Roy
Office.
often considered to be a stroig claim-It- ut what oes that prore? Does he
New
Mexico,
measurements nre said to be 4i get It? One at a time, gontlemen;
by M feet, but they do not chai
ine at a time Washington Herald,

i

-

best young men of the country

The proposition to lodge a
unchof German prisoners of
war on all vessels carrying troops
or munitions as a protection
German Submarine attacks
seems to be a good one. The
would
. Kaiser Goxernment
would not stoD at drow n- ing its own soldiees but Ü eir
sense of thrift would impel them
to save the corpses for their soap
grease and fertilizer plant?.

7.30, P.

J. E. WILDMAN
Real Estate, Loans
and Insurance

rzioi

(

11 A. M.,

n?

LETTERS
ADVERTISED
Uoj', Mora Co. New Mexico'

For Aihlitio Paraphernalia.

THE STORE THAT BUYS YOUR PRODUCE

tare now awaiting the inefficient
action of the training camps to
"
be examined for service in the
Army. Wolcott Russel, of Roy
is one of these who is waiting
patiently at his own expense until the department which needs
them so badly gets around to accept them'. It is a severe 'trial
of ones patriotism to be thus balled up in your efforts to serve
your country.

Prompt Attention

Sur-fa-

Service

25

the New Mexico laws to do

LAND PLATS of all kinds
Abstracts of U. S. Land
MAPS.
Office Records,

dest-oyl-

to-se-

0

C.N. ROARK
Clayton New Mex.

Fairview Pharmacy Ice cresm
Parlors last Saturday. They did
n't just wait for the trade to
they went after it and
come
their "Red Cross Sundaes went
The reader of this paper will b
strong with everybody,
Mis3
pleased to learn that there Is at least
Episcopal
Church
Methodist
one dreaded disease that science has
Phoebe Russel their leader had
been able to cure In all Its stages and
SERVICES ON ROY CIRCUIT
that Is catarrh. Catarrh belnfr greatly
charge of the service and the
conditions
Influenced by constitutional
M
s
&
7.30
Sundaj
at
P.
3J
1st
requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
girls all worked like beavers the
Catarrb Medicino Is talten Internally and
result was quite a tidy sum of
acts thru the Iiloort on tha Mucous,
BAPTIST
of the fcyctem thereby
money for their contribution to
tho foundation of tho disease, giving the
Second Sunday in each month; patient nlrens(th by buikilnsr up the conthe Red Cross Fund,
stitution nnd ossls'lng natuta In doing Ha

including Poplins, Gabardines Serges etc.

51

Plats.

Prompt Attention
Office at Solano, New Nexico.

ROY

ROY TRUST & SAVINGS
ROY,

and all

Services 2d Sunday of each
For best results mail your
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
films to Lafayette Studio.
4th Sunday of eachj month at
Roy, New Mexico.
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the mornIn order that the School Libring service.- ary may be of use to the pupils
PLEASANT VIEW
during the summer months, the
First Sunday each Month' at 3, lady members of the School
p.m.
Board, Mrs. Willcox and Mrs.
'
MILLS
Ogden will be at the School house
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM. each Tuesday afternoon from 3 to
O. W. Heabn, Pastor. 5 o'clock to receive and issue
books to these desiring them.
The many new books in the LiCATHOLIC
Mass nee each month at the brary are very interesting and
Catholic Church. Dates announc- should be read this summer by
all the schoolchildren.
ed in advance, r
Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
Priest in charge,
$1CÍ Reward, $100

This bank will be pleased" to serve you.

"summer skirts"

loi

C. E.

Fillings, Proofs
land matters
Also Surveys and

CHRISTIAN

Regularity in adding to'yotrrbank tecoaat. will TZT?
make any person independent,

large assortment
on our full line of

oic

JACK P, MILLS
U. S. Commissioner

n;

In daily duties, regularity adds strength to'jroor

on every Ladies and Misses Trimmed Hat in our

Governor Lindsey made it plain
at a prohibition rally held last
week at Santa Fe that he intends
to spare no effort t) enforce the
laws of New Mexico to protect
the soldier boys in this state from
the evils of alcohol, gambling
and bad women. The governor

P.S.

R. C . Gkunio, President
Miss liijjan Grjneb, Sec'y.
Meets t the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sundv even-Iat 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

effort

Discount of

S--

Y.

Regularly is life's best insurance policy-i- n
your work - in your sleep - in your meals:

We are offering a

'Senator Fall sends us a list C
Farm Bulletins which are, at his
disposal and asks that we help
him place them where they will
do the most good. If you get z
bundle of them blame it on the
and the Senator.

SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. U
Your
at Christian Churcn.
presence Is necessary.
'
Rer. G.JB. Hall,' Suptl
UNION SUNDAY

El

D

une

d

Dr. H.S. Murdoch,

-

SOON
Southwestern Hotel

.

Tlt-Dit-

? SELLING OUT?

Dont For
get

it

New-linvo-

ColF. O. WHITE

Wnst-wate-

1

s

fif

ku?c

ühi: i Culbouo,

of each year.
The Commissioner of Public Lands
of New Mexico, or hia agent, holding
such tale, reserves tke right to reMORA COUNTY
ject any and all bids offered at raid
Oflloe of the Commissioner of Public sale. Possession under contracts of
.. Lands, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
sale for the above described tracts will
Notice is hereby given that pursuant be given on or before October 1st, 1917
to the provisions of an Act of Con
Witness my band and the official seal
gress, approved June 20, 1910, the laws of the State Land Office this 2nd day
f the State of New Mexico, and the of April, A. D 1917.
.
rules and regulations of the State Land
ROBT. P. ERVIEN.
Office, the Commissioner
of Public
Commissioner of Public Lands
Lands will offer at Public Sale to the
State of New Mexico
highest bidder at 11 o'clock; A. M., on
Wednesday, June 20th, 1917, in the
town of Mora, County of Mora, State
Notice for Republication
of New Mexico, in front of the Court
House therein, the following described
Department of the Interior U.S. Land
tracts of land, viz:
Offl se at Clayton, New Mexioo. '
Sec. 1, T.
Sale No. 761, Wtt NW
May 4. 1917
:
SW
E NE
19N, Rng
Notice Is hereby given that
Twp
35,
Sec.
Sec.34,
NK SH
NWtt
20N., Rng 23E, containing 320.18 acres James R Guinn of David N, M. who,
&
made HE and add'l
There are no improvements on the on
Nos 010888 & 020620 for SEi-SE- J'
WIabove described tract of land.
Sale No. 762, All of Sec. 17, T 19N, SE SWi-N- E
Section. 33 Tewn-shi- p
It. 24E, containing 640 acres. There
:8N. Range 30 E, N. M.' P.
ire no improvements on the above de- Meridian, has filed notice of intention
scribed tract of land.
to make three Year Proof, to establish
Sale No. 763, SWV
SEM claim to the land abovo described, beSWH Sec. 6, N
NE4 Sec. 7, W
fore Register & Receiver U. S, Land
SWV Sec. 8, T. 18N, R. 26E, NE'4 Office Clayton N. M. on the 15th day
SEV4 Sec. 25, T. 19N, R. 25E, N
of June 1917
SW
SE
Sec. 30, W
Sec. 31, SM
Claimant names as vitneases:'
NW
Sec. 84, T. 19N, R. 26E, conField
Paine
Pierce Field
taining 487.02 acres selected for the
Henry Carms
Tom Parks
Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad
Bond Fund. The improvements on the
All of David New Mexico
above described tract of land consist
)f fencing, value $ 125.
Register.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Sale N. 764, SEV SEtt, Sec. 28.
2
9
VEVi. NEV SEV4 Sec. 33, WM SW',4
T.
Sec. 34,-20N, R. 25E, containing
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
320 acres. There are no improvements
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
on the above described tract of land.
Sale No. 765, EM EM Sec. 6, All
,'Offlce Santa FeNew Mexico.
of Sec. 7, NEU, NE
May 3. 1917
NWi Sec. 18 '
T. 21N, R. 25E, containing
999.57
NOTICE Is hereby given that
acres. inore are no improvements on Ala xTino" Madrid of Mills New Mexico,
the above described tract of land.
Whooc March 2 1914. made 11. E. No.
Sale No. 760, EM, SW',4 Sec. 24, 02070-1- for NJ Section 12
VM NWVi Sec. 25. N3 NEU. SEM Township
21N Raníre ME N. M. P
VEU, W'a Sp4, SE',4 SW',4 Sec. 20 Meridian, has filed notice of intention
VEU NV',4 T3ec. 35. T. 23N, R. 19E
VA SWVi. NEU SW',4 Sec. 18, NW'4 to make Three Year Proof, to estabVM NE'4, SE',4 NE1i, N'i SM lish claim to the land above described
SW',4 SE'4, Lot 4, Sec. 19, NW'4 before F. II. Foster, U. S. Com. at his
VE',, BM 'NWV Sec. 30, T. 23N. V,
office in Roy.New Mexico, on ,j
Thr
?0E, containing 1,604,02 iicres.
1!'17
'improvements on the above described 11th day of July
names
as witnesses:
Claimant
.met of land consist of house, valut
I'rzulo Gonza'es
Abel Mudrid
$10.
Felix Cordova
Jose Dolores Medina
No bid on the above described tract'
All of Mills New Mexico.
of land will be accepted for less
FRANCISCO DELGADO
Dollars ($5.00) per acre, whicl
.
tho appraised value thereof. In
Register
thsreto the successful biddct
núst fay for the improvements that
PU2LICATI0N.
NOTICE
sxitt o;i the land.
Each cf the above described tracts Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
vill be offered íor palo separately.

State of New Mexle
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Public Land Sale

CHAÜTÁÜQVA;
...........

Yes! ROY is to have one
What is a Chautauqua?

If you

have ever attended one you dont
need to be told, If not, come to Roy

and LIVERY

Season Tickets,

p

Cars Housed and Cared for
At Reasonable Rates.

For the Entire Five Days

Repair Work SunIstT

$2.00
Half-Pric-

' r.

Roy G arag e

June 13 to 17
Children

v

THE UNIVERSAL CAB

F. S. Brown, Proprietor

e

ROY,

Buy your Tickets, from the local Committee Before JUNE 12th,

SE,

NewMex.

as thereafter the price will be advanced.
Tickets are now on Sale at the
Business Houses of Roy and by all
members of the local Committee.
Dont forget the Chautauqua is
an established American institution
and has doue much for the spread
of Education and the upbuilding of
the Communities in which it has
become a part of the life of the peo-

6--

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
Tho Roy Drug Store

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent ' Medicines ,
Perodicals and Stationery.

--

,

Eastman Kodaks and Supplies

ple.

thai-Fiv-

i.

The CADMEAN CHAUTAUQUA
which is coming to ROY is not one
of the biggest but one of the best in
the U. S. today.

R

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.

Sale No. 7f7; P,W!4 RW',4 Sec. 2
T. 21M, R. 25E., containing 40 acres.
Tlio improvements on this land con-is- t

--

FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Méx., Mry 211911
Notice is hereby given that
Celedón Esquibel of Roy, N. M. who
on June 24, ,1913 and March, 17, 1915
madeH. E. & Add'l Nos. 016G20, 019618
and Lot 7
for Lots 10 2 NEl-SW11-1-

NWJ--SE-

J,

THE HOME RESTAURANT
Roy, New Mexico
Short Orders
Regular Meals
v A place to eat for Ladies and Gentlemen
We endeavor at all times to serve the public w ith the

"I have been using Chamberlain''
Tablct3 for indigestion for lha past
six months, and itaffords me pleasure
to sav I have never use.l a remedí
thatdid me so much good" Mrs. C
E. Riley, lllion, N. Y. Chamberlain',
Tablets are obtainable everywhere,

J

Sec

4

NEJ-SE- J

NOTICE OF

Mi-ri-

before-wLWillcox-

1

ue $643.00

Rog25E.- N. M. P.
J.F.ARNETT Prop'r.
Meridian, has filed notice of inten- Department of the Interior U. S. Land
tion to make three Year Proof, to
Office at Clay ;on Naw Mexico,
establish claim to the land above
May. 14, 1917,
described before F. II Foster, US
NOTICE Is hereby given that
TO RETHOUGHT.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
at Hoy, New Mexico, on
Comr.
People aie learning thut a little
Eugenia Arguello formerly
1917
July 2,
Mascaren, of Galléeos, New Mexico, Department of the Interior, U. S. Land forethought often saves them a lif
Claimant names as witnesses:
Office, at Clayton, New Mexico,
expense. Here Is on instunc:: E. w .
who, on April 25, 1914, made liome- Frederico
Etpml Fntrv. No. 017HUÜ. lor HjVz.
Ado'fo Montoya
May 8, 1917
Archer, Caldwell, Ohio, writes: "I do
S. Vf.Vt
George Kataflasz Reinaldo Mcntoya K. V.U. Section 15 and
not believe that our family hns betn
Notice is hereby given that
gection 14, Township 17N, Range 30E, Esteban Gomez Koy, N. M who on without Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
All of Roy New Mexico
N M. P. Meridian has liled notice of April 25, 1914 made H. E. No C17d05 and Diarrhoea Remedy since we comPAZ VAI.VERIjE
nrooi for
infontirm tn mnkfl three-vea- r
NWi and SWJ S 10 T 19N. It 23E. menced keeping house years ago.
Registei
to establish claim to the land above New Mexico Principal Meridian, has When we go on an extended visit ve
described before Register & Receiver filed notice of intention to make three take with us."
it
Clayton N M 22nd day of June 1917
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
year proof, to establish claim to the
Obtainable everywhere
Land above described tefore W. H.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Roy
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Rosendo Fuentes, of Gallegos, N Willcox, U. S. Commissioner at
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
M.. Catarino Truiillo. of Galléeos, N New Mexico on June 19 1917
1917
May 21,
Department ef the Interior, U. S. Land
M.Juan L. Baca, of Gallegos, N. M.,
Claimant names as witnesses:
'
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Notice is hereby given that Rafaela Iaais Fuentes, of Gallegos, N. M.
Gome
Albino
Aniceto Gomez
8, 1917
May
Gallegos, of Sabinoso New MexVALVERDE
PAZ
.
Alfredo Lucero
Federico Romerp
Notice is hereby given that
Register
ico who on Feb. 9 1911 made H.
.
All of Roy New Mexico
NEJ-Nw- i,
Naney
C. Mitchell, formely, Nancy C.
012800
for
No.
E,
VALVERDE,
PAZ
"
of Roy N. M. who on Jan. 19,
18
Slusher,
NWJ-SW- J
Section
The AveraaeWay.
Register. 1914 made H. E. No 017419 for NWI
One trouble with the .country is the
Township 17N Range 25E N. M. P.
and SWJ Sec, 15, Twp. 21N. Ran. 27E
Merinian, has filed notice of intention tray so many of our young men reel
get to the
to
chance
no
N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice ef
there's
that
to
estab
final
proof
year
five
to make
combination,
consol
to make Final Three year
of
era
top
intention
this
in
lish claim to the land above described
STOMACH TROUBLES AND
business, and so con
to establish claim to the land
Proof,
ble
and
idatlon
Roy
com,
at
S
U
before F H Foster,
CONSTIPATION.
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
tantmllv settle down to do as little
N M on the 2nd day of July 1917
Commissioner at Roy, N. M, on the
tOrk as possible. Ohio 'State Journal
"I will cheerfully say thai Chamber, 19th day of June 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
lain'i Tablets are the most satisfacLuis Lujan
Cipriano Lujan
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ouita Lllc.lv.
tory remedy for stomach troubles and
Elias Sena,
Rafael Crespin
trthnhi tho rpflxnn more city men constipation that I have sold in thirty-fou- r EW. R. Holmes Albert A. Himes All of Sabinoso N M
J. H. Mitchell
4on't go back to the farms Is that
J. S. Christman
years drug store service," writes
PAZ VALVERDE,
they can't, Accumulate fortunes Dig S. H. Murphy, druggist, Wellsburg,
All of Roy New Mexico
30
2
inough. Cleveland Leaaer.
PAZ VALVERDE,
N. Y.
"
Register.
Obtainable everywhere.
613
i
Sec 5 Twp20N.

'

W.

.

9

1

J,

9
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s
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Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
ROY, N. M.

Office and Exchange,
Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

C. V.

StbonO. County Treasurer

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines con- uoiuts.
onA Hi v.
I
UVA intermediate
ServiceEfficient
Roy City Exchange,
nected.
Rural-Communi-

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

J. Tatloh, tr.. Absrtacto

J

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY,
Mora, New Mexico

PHONE at Springer.

E

Tom

All of Mosqnsro N. M.

No Kid on the above described tract
if land will be accepted for less than
Ten Dollars ($10.00) per acre, which
is the appraised value thereof. In addition thereto the. successful bidder

must pay for the improvements thai
exist on the land.
Each of the above described tract?
will be offered for sale separately.
The above fa!e of lands will be subject to the following terms and conditions, viz.:
Except for Jands selected for the
Santa Fe and Grant County R. R.
Bond Fund the successful bidder must
lay to the Commissioner of Public
Land3, or his agent holding such sale,
me twentieth of the price offered by
him for the land, four per cent inter-?s- t
in advance for the balance of such
ourchaso price, the fees for advertising and appraisement and all costs incidental to the sale herein, and each
and all of said amounts must be deposited in cash or certified exchange
at the time of sale, and which said
amounts and all of them are subject
to forfeiture to the State of New Mexico if .the successful bidder does not
execute a contract within thirty days
ifter it has been mailed to him by the
State Lmd Office, said contract to provide that the purchaser may at his
option make payments of not less than
per cent
of ninety-flv- e
if-- the purchase price at any time after
the sale and prior to the expiration
of thirty years from date of the contract, and to provide for the payment
it any unpaid balance at the expiration of thirty years from the date of
the contract, with interest on deferred
payments at the rate of four per cent
per annum payable in advance on the
anniversary of the date of contract,
oartial payments to be credited en the
anniversary of the date of contract
next following the date of tender.
The sale of lands selected for the
Santa Fe and Grant County R. R. Bond
Fund will be subject to tho .above
terms and conditions except that the
successful bidder must pay in cash or
certified exchange at the time of sale
of the purchase price offered by him for the land, four per cent
interest in advance for the balance or
such purchase price and will be re-- !
quired to execute a contract providing
for the payment of the balance of such
purchase price in thirty equal, annual
installments, with interest on all dc- ferred payments at the rate of four
per cent per annum in advance, payments and interest due on October 1st
th

Paz Valverde,
Register
NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office

Complete Index to All Lanás and Town Property in
Mora County. .
t
.

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
straightened lout and w are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.
A

All Matter
.

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
entrusted to us dtapatnhwl with Promptness and Accuror
Your Buninesa Respectfully Solicited

t

at

Clayton, New Mexico,
May 2, 1:17

Notice is hereby given that
Jose I Lujan of Sabinoso N. M. who
May 29 1912 and add'l January 121916
made HE No. 014780 and 0214)4 for
J
SI SEJ gee 3 and
Sec 10
J
Section 3 NwJ-Nw- J
Section 11 Township 17N. Rangr 25 E.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Three Year proof to
astablish claim to the land described,
before F H Foster U S CoraV at
Roy, N.N. on thellth day of June, 1917
NEJ-NW-

NJ-NE- J,

Nl-SE-

Claimant names as witnesses:
Jerónimo Lujan
Joss Ignacio Baca
All of Sablfloso Naw Mexico.

Simon F, Garcia
Antonio Quintana

PAZ VALVERD1Í,

Register

6-- 9

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
.Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mex
May $, 1917.
Notice is hereby given that Samuel
Vigil of Mosquero, N. M. who on Sept.
21, 1910 made H. E. No. 012137 for
SEJ S, 14 T. 18N, R. 27 E, N M P
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Five Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described
efore F.H. Foster U. S. Commisioner
at his office in Roy, New Mexico, on
on June 21, 1917

Claimant names as witnesses:
Andres G.Trujillo Filadelfio Martines
Noberto Vigil
Alfredo Austin
All of Solano New Mexico

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register

6

one-ten- th

WE HAVE

1917

.

best things on the market to eat, at a price consistant
with our policy. We respectfully solicit your patronage
when in Roy, knowing we can serve you better and
give you more for your money than anyone else.
Open 6 A.M. to 12 P.M.

J;

NwJ-SW-

May 4,

is hereby j; i ven that James
C. Driskill of Mosquero KeW Mexico
who on January 17, U13 Oct. 5 1011
maio.
henestsad entry No 015815
for NWi and SWJ Section 2
Township 19N Rane 2SE N M P
ian has filed mtice of intontion t'j
make final three
Vear Proof, to establish claim to tho
NOTICE

of reservoir, fencing, and plow-invalue $200.
No bid on the abovo described tract
if land will be accepted for. loss thar
fen Dollars ($10.00) per acre, which
s the appraised value thereof. In
thereto the successful Liddei
nimt pay for the improvements that, land abovH clejonbed
xist on the land.
U. S. Commissioner at
Sale No. 708, All of Sec. 3G, T. 22N ttoy N. M. June. 11 '17
1. 2.512, containing 610 acres. The imClaimant names as witnesses:
provements on this land consist o'
rcmb.il ton Blake
Kar.iiitoa
ilnmrs
.veil, windmill, tan!;2, and fencing, valRobert Smith
Wi lia n C. Hriuiley
?

TO THE PUBLIC.

9

2

Perfumes and Toilet Articles

NOTICE

SE,

.

vvhy Boys Leave the Farm,

ri,e pt

tells

Globe-Democr-

wuolo Ut in a few lines when it
tays: . Je8t rason We havs heard yet
k

btyg leave tne farm

j8

because

Willie's culf grows to be pa's cow."

EARTH;

Roberts!

11 pi lii II
j

rinehart

mm 1
SIDNEY IS WARNED ABOUT DR. MAX WILSON JND "K"

it

He was thin ; his neck showed

"I'm just eating njy heart out for
you, and that's the truth. And It isn't
RECEIVES AN APPEAL TO HELP HER
only that Everywhere I go, people
say, There's the fellow Sidney Page
turned down when she went Into the
hospital.' Tve got so I keep off the
A mysterious stranger, K. LeMoyne, takes a room at the Page
Street as much as I can."
home, presided over by Sidney, her mother, Anna, and her aunt, HarSidney was half alarmed, half Irririet, a fashionable dressmaker. Through the Influence of Dr. Max
Wilson, a brilliant young surgeon smitten with her charm, Sidney
tated. This wild, excited boy was not
the doggedly faithful youth she had
becomes a hospital nurse. E. loves her from a distance; so does
At the hospital Sidney
always known. It seemed to her that
erratic Joe Drummond, an old schoolmate.
underneath his quiet manner and carefullymakes the acquaintance of Carlotta Harrison, who has been
-repressed
voice there lurked
with Dr. Wilson and who Is Jealous of the Innocent newcomer.
something Irrational, something she
Sidney's chum, Christine Lorens, marries Palmer Howe, a society rake,
could not cope with. She looked up at
and they take rooms with the Pages. Howe turns traitor to his
him helplessly.
accident and Johnny Rosen
bride. His arm is broken In a
"But what do yon want me to do?
feld. his chauffeur, is mortally injured. Doctor Wilson dscovers that
You you almost frighten me."
LeMoyne la a famous Doctor Edwardes, living incognito, and keeps
"You're going back?"
the secret Carlotta Harrison poisons Johnny Rosenfeld, a patient at
"Absolutely."
the hospital, and puts the blame on Sidney who Is suspended. When
"Because you love the hospital, or
this Installment begins, she !s at home discussing with E. the advisbecause you love somebody connected
ability of giving up hospital training.
with the hospital
Sidney was thoroughly angry by this
way and smiled tremulously back at time, angry and reckless. She had
CHAPTER XVI Continued.
him.
come through so much that every
1S
"You have done me a lot of good. nerve waa crying in passionate pro
"That would be foolish, wouldn't it,
when you have done so well? And, You almost make me believe In my test
"If it will make you understand
besides, since you are not guilty, Si- self."
things any better," she cried, "I am
"That's because I believe In you."
dney"
for both reasons 1"
"I didn't do It I" she cried passion- oneWith a quick movement that was going back
sorry
was
the next moment But
suddenly
She
Sidney
of
her
charms,
on;
keep
that's
ately. "But I can't
surprisingly enough,
all there Is to It, I keep saying to my- closed the door and slipped back Into her words seemed,
room. K hearing the door close, to steady him. For the first time, he
self: Ton didn't do It, you didn't do the
down.
It;' and all the time something Inside thought she bad gone, and dropped sat"Then,
as far at I am concerned,
of me Is saying, 'Not now, perhaps; heavily Into a chair.
"My best friend In aU the world 1" lt'a all over, la
but sometime you may.' " She looked
"Yea, Joe. I told you that long
up at him forlornly. "I am just not said Sidney suddenly frqm behind him,
ago."
bending
on
and,
over,
him
kissed
she
brave enough, K."
He seemed hardly to be listening.
"Wouldn't it be braver to keep on? the cheek.
His thoughts had ranged far ahead.
closed
next
The
door
had
Instant
the
easily?"
very
up
you
giving
Aren't
Suddenly:
Her world was in pieces about her, behind her, and K. was left alone to
"You think Christine has her hands
and she felt alone In a wide and empty such wretchedness and bliss as the full with Palmer, don't you? Well, if
evening
brought
blm.
were
nerves
place. And, because her
you take Max Wilson, you're going to
Joe Drummond came to see Sidney
drawn taut until they were ready to
Christine ever
the next day. She would have avoid' have more trouble thanyou
snap, Sidney turned on him shrew-Ishlsome things
ed him If she could, but Miml had dreamed of. I can tell
him now that will make you
about
sewing-roo(
"I thlBk yon are aU afraid I will ushered him up to the
think twice."
come back to stay. Nobody really boudoir before she had time to esSidney
But
had
reached her limit
wants me anywhere In all the world I cape. She bad not seen the boy for She went over and flung open the
Not at the hospital, not here, not any two months, and the change in him door.
startled her. He was thinner, rather
place. I am no use."
"Every word that you say shows me
"Whvn you say that nobody wants hectic, scrupulously well dressed.
how right I am in not marrying you,
"Why, Joel" she said, and then
yon," said Kn not very steadily, "I I
Joe," she said. "Real men do not
"Won't you sit down?"
think you ere making a mistake."
say those things about each other unHe was still rather theatrical. He der any circumstances.
She scanned his face closely, and,
You're bereading there something she did not dramatized himself, as he had that having like a bad boy. I don't want
night the June before when he had you to come back until you have
understand, she colored suddenly.
"I believe you mean Joe Drum- asked Sidney to marry him. He stood grown up."
mond."
He was very white, but he picked
"No ; I do not mean Joe Drummond."
up his hat and went to the door.
If he had found any encouragement
"I guess I am crazy," he said. "I've
In her face, he would have gone on
been wanting to go away, but mother
recklessly ; but her black eyes warned
raises such a fuss I'll not annoy you
him
any more."
He left her standing there and ran
"If you mean Max Wilson," said
down the stairs and out into the
Sidney, "You are entirely wrong. He's
not in love with me. Anyhow, after
street At the foot of the steps he
this disgrace "
almost collided with Doctor Ed.
"There Is no disgrace, child."
"Back to see Sidney?" said Doctor
"He'll think me careless, at the
Ed genially. "That's fine, Joe. I'm
glad you've made It up."
least And his ideals are so high, K."
"Ton say he likes to be with you.
The boy went blindly down the
What about you?"
street
Sidney had been sitting In a low
CHAPTER XVII.
chair by the fire. She rose with a sudden passionate movement In the InWinter relaxed Its clutch slowly that
formality of the household, she had
year. March was bitterly cold; even
visited K. in her dressing gown and
April found the roads still frozen and
slippers; and now she stood before
the hedgerows clustered with ice. But
him, a tragic young figure, clutching
at midday there was spring in the air.
the folds of her gown across her
In the courtyard of the hospital, conbreast
valescents sat on the benches and
"I worship him, K.," she said tragiwatched for robins.
The fountain,
cally.
"When I see him coming, I
which had frozen out was being rewant to get down and let blm walk
paired. Here and there on ward winon me. When I see him In the operdow sills tulips opened their gaudy
ating room, cool and calm while evpetals to the sun.
eryone else is flustered and excited, he
he looks like a god."
Harriet had gone abroad for a flying
trip in March, and came back luden
Then, half ashamed of her outburst
with new Ideas, model gowns, and
she turned her back to him and stood
fresh enthusiasm. Grace Irving, havgazing at the small coal fire. It was
ing made good during the white sales!
as well for K. that she did not see his
had been sent to the spring cottons.
face.
She began to walk with her head high.a.
"It's real, all this?" he asked after
Sidney material
a pause. "You're sure it's not just-gla"I'm Just Eating My Heart Out for er. The day she sold
for a simple white gown, she was very
Sidney?"
You."
happy. On Sidney, on K and on
"It's real terribly real." Her voice
t
was muffled, and be knew then that just Inside the doorway. He offered Christine the winter had left Its mark
Christine, readjusting her
no conventional greeting whatever; heavily.
she was crying.
She was mightily ashamed of It but after surveying her briefly, her Ufe to new conditions, was graver,
Tears, of course, except in the privacy black gown, the Unes around her eyes: more thoughtful. She was alone most
"You're not going back to that place, of the time now. Under K.'s guidance,
of one's closet, were not ethical on the
she had given up the "Duchess" and
of course?"
street
was reading real books.
She was
"I I haven't decided."
"Perhaps he cares very much, too."
thinking real thoughts, too, for the
He stared at her Incredulously.
"Give me a handkerchief," said Sid"You don't mean that you are going first time in her life.
ney In a muffled tone, and the little
Sidney, as tender as ever, had lost
cene was broken into while K. to stand for this sort of thing? Every
searched through a bureau drawer. time some fool makes a mistake, are a Uttle of the radiance from her eyes ;
her voice had. deepened. Where she
Then K. questioned her, alternately they going to blame It on you?"
"Please don't be theatrical. Come had been a pretty girl, she was now
soothing and probing.
"Who else had access to the medi- In and sit down. I can't talk to you If lovely. She was back in the hospital
you explode like a rocket all the again, this time in the children's ward.
cine closet?"
K., going in one day to take Johnny
"Carlotta Harrison carried the keys, time."
tone had Its ef- Rosenfeld a basket of fruit saw her
Her matter-of-faef course. I was off duty from four
to six. When Carlotta left the ward, fect He advanced Into the room, bul there with a child in her arms, and a
Ught In her eyes that he had never
he still scorned a chair.
the probationer would have them."
It hurt him, rather
"I guess you've been wondering why seen, before.
"Have you reason to think that either one of these girls would wish you haven't heard from me," he said, things being as they were with him.
"I've seen you more than you've seen When he came out he looked straight
you harm?"
ahead.
"None whatever," began Sidney ve- me."
K. had fallen Into the habit after
Sidney looked uneasy. The Idea of
hemently; and then, checking herself,
"unless but that's rather ridiculous." espionage is always repugnant and to his long walks, of dropping into Chrishave a rejected lover always In the tine's little parlor for a chat before be
"What Is ridiculous?"
Those early spring
went upstairs.
"I've sometimes thought that Car- offing, si It were, was disconcerting.
"I wih you would be just a little days found Harriet Kennedy busy late
lotta but I am sure she is perfectly
fair with me. Why, K., she wouldn't! bit sensible, Joe. It's so silly of you, In the evenings, and, save for Christine
really. It's not because you care for and K., the house was practically de
It would be murder."
"Murder, of course," said K, Via in- me; It's really because yon care for serted.
The breach between Palmer and
tention, anyhow. Of course she didn't yourself."
.
"You can't look at me and say that Christine was steadily widening. She
do it I'm only trying to find out whose
was too proud to ask him to spend
Sid."
mistake It was."
more of his evenings with hir. On
He ran bis finger around his collar
Soon after that she said good-nigad went out She turned in the door an old gesture ; but the collar was very those occasions when he v','intarlly
over-Intima-

joy-ridi-
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By MARY;

A thrilling mystery story about a
man who lost his courage and the
girl who helped him to find'it again
loose.

SAND-CLA-

stayed at home with her, he was so
discontented that he drove her almost
to distraction. Although she was convinced that he was seeing nothing of
the girl who had been with blm the
night of the accident she did not trust
him. 'Not that girl, perhaps, but there
were others. There would always be
others.
Into Christine's Uttle parlor, then,
K. turned, one spring evening. She
was reading by the lamp, and the door
Into the hall stood open. The little
room always cheered K. Its warmth
and light appealed to his esthetic
sense; after the bareness of bis bedroom, it spelled luxury. And perhaps,
to be entirely frank, her evident pleasure in his society gratified him. Christine's small coquetries were not lost on
him. The evenings with her did something to reinstate him In his own
self-estee-

It was
but also it was

subtle, psychological,
very human.
"Come and alt down," said Christine.

"Here's a chair, and here are cigarettes and there are matches. Now I"
Behind him, Christine stood watching his head In the light of the desk
lamp. "What a strong, quiet face it
is," she thought Why did she get the
impression of such a tremendous reserve power In this man who was a
clerk, and a clerk only? Behind him
she made a quick, unconscious gesture
of appeal, both hands out for an Instant She dropped them guiltily aa
K. turned to her.
"I wonder If you know, K" she said,
"what a lucky woman the woman will
be who marries you?"
He laughed

"I

wonder how long

I

could hypno-

tize her into thinking that"
"I've had time to do a little thinking lately," she said, without bitterness. "Palmer is away so much now.
I've been looking back, wondering If I
ever thought that about him I don't
believe I ever did. I wonder"
She checked herself abruptly and
sat down. After a moment: "Has It
ever occurred to you how terribly
mixed up things are?
Take this
Street for Instance. Can you think of
anybody on it that that things have
'
gone entirely right with?"
"It's a little world of its own, of
course," said
"and It has plenty
of contact points wlti life. But wherever one finds people, many or few,
one finds all the elements that make
up Ufe joy and sorrow, birth and
death, and even tragedy. That's rather trite, isn't it?"
Christine was still pursuing her
thoughts.
"Men are different" she said. "To
a certain extent they make their own
fates. But when you think of the
women on the Street Harriet Kennedy, Sidney Page, myself, even Mrs.
Rosenfeld back in the alley somebody else molds things for us, and aU
we can do is to sit back and suffer.
I am beginning to think the world Is
a terrible place, K. Why do people
so often marry the wrong people? Why
can't a man care for one woman and
only one all his Ufe? Why why Is it
all so complicated V
"There are men who care for only
one woman all their lives."
"You're that sort aren't your
"I don't want to put myself on any
pinnacle. If I cared enough for a woman to marry her, I'd hope to
But
we are being very tragic, Christine."
"I feel tragic. There's going to be
another mistake, K., unless you stop

it"

He tried to leaven the conversation
with a little fun,
"If you're going to ask me to interfere between Mrs. McKee and the
book and Insurance
agent I shall do nothing of the sort
She can both speak and hear enough
for both of them."
"I mean Sidney and Max Wilson.
He's mad about her, K; and, because
she's the sort she Is, he'll probably be
mad about her aU his life, even if he
marries her. But he'U not be true to
her; I know the type now."
K. leaned back with a flicker ol
pain in his eyes.
"What can I do about It?"
Astute as he was, he did not suspect
that Christine was using this method
to fathom his feeUng for Sidney. Perhaps she hardly knew it herself.
"You might marry her yourself, K."
But he had himself in hand by this
time, and she learned nothing from either his voice or his eyes.
"On twenty dollars a week? And
without so much as asking her cod
sent?" He dropped his Ught tone. "I'm
not in a position to marry anybody.
Even if, Sidney cared for me, which
she doesn't of course"
"Then you don't intend to interfere?
You're going to let the Street see another failure ?"
b

Do you believe there Is moral
danger for the participants In
the growing Intimacy of the
friendship between Christine and
K.? Would Christine be justified in the circumstances in
seeking love or Its Imitation elsewhere?
(TO
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d
and experienced judgment regarding the relative importance
of the various details Involved is a
much more valuable asset in undertaking to locate a road than mere technical skill in handling surveying Instruments. No knowledge gained from
books alone can give that complete
grasp of the relations existing between
a public road and the community It
serves which is so necessary if the
location and design of the road are to
secure the greatest possible good from
,
the money expended.
m..
In locating or relocating a public
road the prime considerations should
be, first the comfort and convenience
of the traveling public which It Is intended to accommodate, and, second,
the economy of public funds. The first
consideration fixes the general location
of the road and limits such details of
design and layout as affect the safety
and comfort of travelers. The second
should control the detailed working
out of a location to suit the topography
or surface layout of the region through
which the road passes, with due regard for such features of the design
as affect the cost of construction, of
maintenance and of hauling over the
completed road.
The comfort and convenience of
travelers, requires, first, that the road
pass conveniently close to the dwelling places of those for whose particular use It is built; second, that it be
free from dangerous curves and grades
and sufficiently wide for safe travel;
and, third, that the surface be such as
to remain reasonably firm and smooth
and to become neither very dusty nor
very muddy under any combination of
weather and traffic conditions. The
extent to which any particular road
must meet these requirements depends,
of course, on the state of public sentiment in the community which pays for
the road. But In most communities it
Is safe to assume that the standards of
excellence as regards the accommodation demanded of public roads will be
raised rather than lowered. Due foresight therefore, should be exercised in
working out the location and design
of a road, so that later Improvements,
such as reducing grades, increasing the
width of the traveled way, or constructing a better surface, can be made
without the necessity of making expensive changes in the location or otherwise wasting any considerable part of
the work already accomplished.
Location of Roads.
A few general rules regarding the location and design of public roads may
be stated briefly as follows:
1. Avoid sharp curves in the road,..
because such curves are a menace to
On light grades and level
traffic.
stretches the location should be preferably such that a traveler may see at
least two or three hundred feet ahead
from any point on the road, and on
steeper grades this distance should be
Increased If automobile traffic Is to be
reasonably safe. Where the view Is
unobstructed and the grade la practically level, country roads of ordinary
width may be curved to a radius of
only about two hundred feet without
seriously Inconveniencing traffic, but
to safeguard against accidents the radius of curves located on grades should
be preferably not less than about 300
or 400 feet, even if the view is perfectly open.
2. Provide ample width for vehicles
to pass each other without leaving the
traveled way.
3. Bear in mind that if a road ever
becomes of any considerable importance, its users probably will demand
that all the steeper grades be reduced
to the lowest maximum that would
conform to the general topography of
the region which the road traverses.
4. Avoid all unnecessary distance.
Aside from the advantages to traffic
of a short route, each mile of additional road Involves a considerable
extra yearly expense for maintenance,
and this consideration alone may warrant considerable expense In shortening the route when the road is constructed, provided that the decrease In
distance does not materially Increase
the steepness of the grades.
6. Regard land lines only In eo far
as this may be done without decreasing the usefulness of the road or increasing Its ultimate cost. The tendency in most rural communities is to
locate all new roads along land Unes,
regardless of the suitability of the
route, and this has been responsible
for much waste in the past Not infrequently roads located along land
Unes have been graded at considerable
pense, and abandoned later when the
community demanded a more highly
Improved road with better grades.
6. Give reasonable consideration to
Uie pleasing features of the location.
A large part of the travel on most
ejratry roads Is for pleasure, and the
degree of pleasure experienced In drlv-Iji- g
is largely dependent upon the
I Kale attractiveness of the road.
Laying Out a Road.
t
The actual procedure of laying out
t road should be controlled very large-b- y
the lay of the land which the
is to traverse. Where the counWell-balance-
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try Is comparatively level, for . example, practically the whole problem,
aside from proper drainage, may be to
determine a reasonable balance be
tween the desire to avoid unnecessary
damage to farming land and the purpose to secure a reasonably direct
route over good ground.
One of the most common problems In
laying out a road in level country la to
decide between continuing a circuitous
route around cultivated fields or along
rectangular land lines, and establishing a new diagonal route across the
fields.

In mountainous regions, on the other
hand, the problem may be to fit the
road to the contour of the country, regardless of land Unes, cultivated fields,
and all other considerations except
grade, drainage and Une.
In general, the proper location and
design of a road Involves: (1) determining Its controlling points; that is,
fixing its general route with reference
to certain points which the road must
pass through, (2) surveying a route
which passes through the controlling
points and Is otherwise adapted to the
lay of the land, (3) a study of the
drainage situation, (4) preparing such
plans and drawings as are necessary
for proper construction and a complete record.
Controlling Points.
Such features of the locality as gaps
through ridges, exposure to the sun,
narrow stream crossings, and suitable
points for crossing railroads (preferably by means of overhead bridges or
under passes), together with the necessity for connecting up with certain
centers of population, usually will
serve to fix the location of a road within fairly definite limits. For important roads these controlling points are
determined by careful Inspection of all
possible routes.
The 8urvey.
The care which should be exercised
in making a road survey necessarily
must depend upon the importance of
the road and the amount to be expended in its Improvement An ordinary
farm road, for example, usually requires no survey other than lining It
by the eye between the controlling
points. Some unimportant public roads
may require very little more than farm
roads in the way of a survey, but if
any considerable amount of grading or
other work is to be done, either at the
time the road Is located or later, the
survey should include all Instrument
work necessary to Insure that the work
will be done economically.
The purposes of a survey are (1) to
determine accurately the topography
or lay of the land so that the location may follow the route which presents the fewest obstacles, (2) to fit
the grade Une to the ground surface so
as to keep down the amount of grading
necessary, (3) to balance cuts and fills
so that whatever grading is done will
be to the best possible advantage, (4)
to line up the road and provide stakes
for controlling the work, (5) to obtain
data from which proper plans may be
prepared and an estimate of cost made,
(6) to provide a record that will prevent subsequent contentions among
landowners regarding the original location of the road. While the importance of all these purposes is apparent
frequently It is not realized that they
cannot be accomplished except by
means of a careful survey, and that
such surveys can be made only by experienced men who have been trained
especially for Buch work. Farmers
and business men generally are inclined to underestimate the amount of
skill required to make a road survey
properly and their Influence has been
responsible in the past for much bungling and for uneconomical road work
for which they have had to pay In
heavy taxes.
The accompanying figure Illustrates
an error which is made sometimes by
inexperienced persons In grading a
road without first having surveyed and
planned the work. In this figure, which
Is an actual profile of an existing road,
the shaded line shows the original
ground surface, the heavy full Une
shows the grade to which the road was
actually constructed, and the dotted
line shows a grade Une which, if It had
been followed, not only would have required no additional work, but would
have reduced the steep grade materially and thereby Improved the road considerably.
,
In fitting the grade Une to the ground
and fills it
surface and balancing-cutshould be borne in mind that earth,
after being thoroughly compacted, will
occupy less space In an embankment or
fill than in its original position. The
customary allowances for shrinkage
and waste in road work are :
Per cent.
10 to 15
For heavy cuts and fills
For average grading
...........IS to 20
20 to 30
For light grading
For very light grading; and consids

tO to 4
erable aod
Solid rock will expand from one-thito one-haof its original volume
when taken from a cut or excavation
But
and placed in an embankment.
rd

lf

the spaces between the particles of
stone should be filled with earth as the
stone Is being placed in the embank'

ment
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DUE EXCUSED

:

the United States. If an alien or declarant, state the name of your country, as 'France,' 'Japan,' 'China,' etc.
What Is Your Job Right Now?
"7. What Is your present trade, oc
cupation or office?
"This does not ask what you once
did, nor what you have done most of
the time, nor what you are best fitted
to do. It asks what your Job is right
now. State briefly,, as farmer, miner,
student, laborer (on farm, In rolling
mill, In automobile, wagon or other fac
tory, etc. If you hold an office under
state or federal government, name the
office you hold.
'If you are In one of the following
offices or employments, use one of the
names hereafter mentioned; 'Custom
house clerk, 'employed In the transmission of the malls,' or 'employed In an
armory, arsenal or navy yard, 'mar
iner actually employed In the sea service of citizen or merchant within the
United States.'
"8. By whom employed? Where em
ployed?
"If you are working for an Individ
ual, firm, corporation or association
state Its name. If In business, trade,
profession or employment for yourseir,
so state. If you are an officer of the
state or federal government say wheth- er your office is under the United
States, the state, the county or a municipality. In answer to the question
as to where you are employed give the
town, county and state where you
work.
"9. Have you a father, mother, wife,
child under twelve or a sister or brother under twelve solely dependent upon
you for support (specify which) :
"Consider your answer thoughtfully.
If it Is true that there Is another
mouth than your own which you alone
have a duty to feed do not let your
military ardor Interfere with the wish
of the nation to reduce war's misery to
a minimum. On the other hand, unless
the person you have In mind Is solely
dependent on you do not hide behind
petticoats or children.
(which)?
"10. Married or single
Race (specify which) ?
"This does not ask whether you
were once married, but whether you
are married now. In answer to the
question as to your race state briefly
whether Caucasian, Mongolian, negro,
Malayan or Indian.
Mutt State Past Military Service.
"11. What military service have you
had? Rank? Branch? Years? Nation or state?
you
"No matter what country
served, you must give complete Information. In answering these questions
first name your rank, using one of the
following words : 'Commissioned offofficer,' 'priicer,' 'noncommissioned
vate.' Next, state branch In which you
served In one of the following- words :
'Infantry,' 'cavalry,' 'artillery,1 'medi
cal,' 'signal,' 'aviation,' 'supply,' 'ma
rine,' 'navy.' Next, state the number
not counting time
of
spent In the reserve. Finally, name
the nation or state you served. If you
served under the United States or one
Of the states of the United States,
name your service In one of the fol
lowing terms: - 'National Guard' (of
such and such a state), 'militia' (of
such and such a state), 'volunteers of
United States' or 'regular army (navy)
of United States.'
"12. Do you claim exemption from
draft? Specify grounds.
"Because you claim exemption from
draft, it by no means follows that you
are exempt. For the information of
the war department you should make
a claim now If you Intend to prosecute
It. Some persons will be exempted on
account of their occupations or offices,
some on account of the fact that they
have relatives dependent upon them
Your answer touching
for support.
these things will be Important in sup
porting the claim you now intend to
make In your answer to the present
Be sure, therefore, that
questions.
the grounds you now state are In con
formity with your answers to ques
tions 7 and 8.
"In stating grounds you claim as ex
emptlng you use one of the following
terms: If you claim to be an execu
tive, legislative or judicial officer of
the state or nation, name your office
and say whether It is an office of the
state or nation. If you claim to be a
member of a religious sect whose creed
forbids Its members to participate in
war In any form, simply name the sect,
If you are employed In the transmis
sion of the United States malls or as
an artificer or workman In an armory,
arsenal or navy yard of the United
States, or if you are a mariner em
ployed In the sea service of any citi
zen or merchant within the United
States, so state. If you are a felon or
otherwise morally deficient and desire
to claim exemption on that ground,
state your ground briefly. If you
claim physical disability, state that
briefly. If you claim exemption on
any other ground, state your ground
briefly."
i
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People of Prominence and Unquestioned Integrity Tell What Celebrated Medicine Haa Done
for Them.
of the most noteworthy
In connection with Tanlac
and the one that stands out more prominently than any other, perhaps, Is the

ONE
'

men
very large number of
and women from all parts of the South
who have recently reported astonishing
and rapid Increases In weight as a rewell-know- n

sult

of Its use.

people
When' so many
of unquestioned Integrity make statement after statement, each corroborating the other, the truth of such statements can no longer be doubted.
Thousands have testified that this
famous medicine has completely re
stored them to health and strength,
after every other medicine and the
most skilled medical treatment have
failed.
One of the most remarkablé cases on
record Is that of Mrs. Viola Ives, of 815
Oross street, Little Rock, Ark., whose
statement appears below.
"In May of 1913," said Mrs. Ives, "I
suffered a complete breakdown of my
nerves and my entire system gave
way. About six weeks afterwards I
was carried to the hospital. I became
perfectly helpless couldn't move any
part of my body and Just lay there la
bed for five months, not knowing any
thing or anybody. I was brought home
In October, 1013, and tried all kinds of
medicine and everything I was told
about.
"I read about so many people getting relief by taking Tanlac and my
husband got me a bottle. After tak
ing three bottles I began to feel bet
ter. I have taken several bottles of
Tanlac now and I can walk anywhere
and .sleep like a child. When I took
my first dose of Tanlac I weighed only
pounds.
one hundred and twenty-twI now weigh one hundred and sixty-tw- o
an actual gain of forty pounds
since I started on Tanlac."
Texas Man Testifies, r
Another remarkable case was that
of John M. Crabtree, a general merchant at Five Mile Station A, Dallas,
"
'
'
Tex.
thirty-fou- r
gained
actually
I have
well-know- n

o

I now know what It Is to enjoy good
health after suffering for twenty
years," said Mr. Crabtree.
"I suffered with catarrh of the stomach and Indigestion for twenty years
and for eighteen months, before I started tnklng Tanlac, I had to Uve almost
entirely on cereals. I spent nearly all
of one whole year In bed and was unable to do anything at all and I fell
off In weight to 118 pounds.
"After using my third bottle of Tanlac I found I had Increased In weight
from 118 pounds to 152 pounds, making an actual gain of thirty-fou- r
pounds all my troubles were gone,
and I was feeling like another man."
Captain Jeff D. Riggs, popular Y. &
M. V. engineer, running between Vlcks-bur- g
and New Orleans and residing at
2020 Pearl Street, Vlcksburg, In speaking of his experience with Tanlac,
Pointing Out Her Duty.
Knagg It's perfectly true,
"Man's work runs from sun to sun,
while woman's work is never done."
Mr. Knagg I've noticed that myself.
Why don't you get busy some time
and do It?
Mrs.

111

HEIGHT

IS is
GAU1S
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27 POUNDS

AND
EXAMINED
TWICE
WA8
WOULD
TOLD OPERATION
BE HER ONLY HOPE.

REGISTERING

of Specified Age Must Respond
on June 5 to Call of
.

Nation.
QUERIES

TO

BE

ANSWERED

Government
Has Issued Circulars
Making It Easier for Those Who
Register to Respond to Interrogations That Will
Be Made. , ,

Just finished my third bot- 1 tie of Tanlac and have gained
twenty-sevepounds," was the truly
There Is but one answer to every
remarkable statement made by Mrs. question tsked regarding registration,
Charles Peden, residing at 55 Mill and it Is this:
street, Huntsvllle, Ala.
"Every man between the ages of
"When I commenced taking the twenty-on- e
and thirty years, Inclusive,
medicine,"
she continued, "I only whether native born, an alien, or even
(08) pounds ; now an alien enemy, must register June 0.
weighed ninety-eigh- t
I weigh 125 pounds, and never felt This applies also to Invalids and perbetter In my life. For years I have sons who are 111. A man is thirty until
suffered with a bad form of stomach his thirty-firs- t
birthday anniversary."
trouble, constipation and pains In my
The government has adopted a plan
side and back. At times the pains to facilitate and simplify the filling In
took the form of torture, and I was of conscription registration cards June
twice examined and each time I was 5. Circulars containing the twelve
told that I had appendicitis and that questions to be asked and advice as to
an operation would be my only hope. how they should be answered have
"I had made all preparations for been prepared for distribution.
Answers to the Questions.
the operation and called In my sister
as I did not know
to tell her good-by- ,
The circular, which bears the headwhether I would Uve to see her again ing, "How to Answer Questions on
or not. My sister begged and pleaded Registration Cards," reads as follows :
with me not to allow them to cut on
"Questions will be asked for you to
me and told me to wait and try a good answer in the order In which they apThe next day, as pear on this paper. These questions
tonic for awhile.
I returned from the consultation room, are set out below with detailed InforI thought of what she said, and as mation to help you answer them.
"Do not write on, mark or otherwise
I had heard so much about Tanlac,
mutilate these Instructions. Do not reI decided to try It and got a bottle."
"I never returned for the operation, move them. They should be carefully
but Just kept taking the Tanlac. Right read so that you will have your anfrom the start I began to feel better. swers ready when you go before the
The medicine seemed to take hold registrar.
"All answers will be written on the
r
right at once.
registration
card in Ink by the regiswonderover
happy
so
the
was
"I
ful Improvement In my condition that trar, who should be careful to spell all
legibly.
I sent for my neighbors to tell them names correctly and to write
In years,
Age
Name
full.
in
"1.
got
sent
and
I
how much better I felt.
"This means all your names spelled
another bottle of Tanlac, and have
out In full.
my
bottle
taking
third
finished
Just
"State your age today In years only.
and feel as If I have been made aU
Disregard
additional months or days.
over again Into a new woman.
Be prepared to say 'nineteen' or
not 'nineteen years
said: "Tes, sir, It's an actual fact, I twenty-five- ,'
pounds on three months' or the like.
have gained twenty-fiv- e
"2. Home address
.
Tanlac."
"This means the place where you
"When I began taking the medicine,'
your permanent home, not the
have
continued Captain Riggs, "I was simply á nervous and physical wreck and place where you, work. Be prepared
232
had dropped down In weight from one to give the address In this way: Ilcounty,
Chicago,
Cook
street,
Main
hundred and forty to one hundred and
linois ;' that is, give number and name
ten pounds.
street first,' then town, then county
of
my
second
finished
"I have Just
.
state. '
and
bottle of Tanlac,, have gained twenty
Have Birthday Date Ready.
five pounds and I feel like a new man."
"Date of birth.
e
Engineer Talks.
"Write your birthday (month, day
Engineer Chus.' J. Weeks, who runs
the Seaboard Air Line. fast, train. and year) on a piece of paper before
"Fox" between Jacksonville and Tarn' going to the registrar and give the papn, bears the distinction of being the per to him the first thing. Example:
AOgust 5, 1894.'
second oldest engineer In point of serv"If you do not remember the year,
Ice with this road, having been with
to answer as you would If somestart
e
thirty-threyears.
company
for
the
'Au"I've gained twenty pounds on seven one asked you your birthday,- as
bottles of Tanlac and feel as well gust 5.' Then say, 'on my birthday
years
and happy as I did when a boy," said this year I will be (or was)
old.'. The registrar will then fill in
Mr. Weeks.
"For twenty years I suffered with the year of birth. Many people do not
carry in mind the year they were
nervous Indigestion of the worst sort,'
by the
he continued, "and at times during the born. This may be obtained
In
past fifteen years I didn't think I registrar by subtracting the age
from
birthday
years
on
year's
this
you
longer.
To tell
would last much
1917.
the truth, I finally reached the point
"4. Are you (1) a natural born citiwhere I didn't much care whether I
(2) a naturalized citizen; (3) nn
zen;
lived or died."
(4) or have you declared your
alien;
There Is a Tanlac dealer In your
Intention to become a citizen (specify
town. Adv.
which)?
"(1) If you were born In the United
Special.
Tramp Have you a piece of cake, States, including Alaska and Hawaii,
lady, to give a poor man who hasn't you are a natural born citizen, no mat
ter what may have been the citizenhad a bite for two tlnys?
good ship or nationality of your parents. If
Lady Cake?
Isn't bread
you were born in Porto Rico you are a
enough for you?
Tramp Ordinarily, yes, ma'am ; but citizen of the United States, unless
you were born of alien parentage. If
Urts is my birthday.
you were born abroad, you are still a
citizen of the United States, if your
Mean Brute.
"All women are fond of animals," father was a citizen of the United
States at the time you were born, un
remarked Mrs. Oabb.
"Maybe that's why they try to make less you have expatriated yourself.
"(2) You are a naturalized citizen If
monkeys of their husbands," growled
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FARMERS ARE WORKING HARDER
Anfe using their feet more than ever before.
For all these workers the frequent use of
AUeu'i
the antlseptlo powder to
be shaken Into the shoes tod iprlnkled In the
Increases their efilolenor and Inyou have completed your naturalizasures needed physloal comfort. It takes the Mr. Gctbb.
Friction from the Bhoe, freshens the feet,
tion ; that is, if you have 'taken final
end prevent tired, aching and blistered feet.
papers.' But you are not a citizen If
If you wish beautiful, clear white
Women everywhere are constant usen of
you have only declared your intention
Don't get foot sore, get clothes, use Red Ctom Bag Blue. At 11
Allen's Foot-Ea- se.
to become a citizen (that is, If you
grocers.
good
Adv.
Foot-Ease.
everyby
Bold
dealers
Allen's
have only 'taken out first papers') ; in
26o.
Adv.
where,
the latter case you are only a 'declar
Not Serious.
"You seemed to be pretty sick yes ant.'
Malaria on Decline.
"You are also a naturalized citizen
Malaria is much less widely pre- terday.''
if, although foreign born, your father
"Yes."
valent in the United States now than
or surviving parent became fully nat"What did the doctor say?"
formerly.
"Well, I thought I was sick enough uralized while you were under twenty-on- e
years of age, and If you came to
Divorce has mighty little chance In for a trip to California, but all he pre
the United States under twenty-one- .
the home where common sense reigns. scribed was a fishing trip."
"(3) You are a declarant If, although
a citizen or subject of some foreign
' Open-Acountry, you have declared on oath be
ir
Exercise and
fore a naturalization court your lnten
tlon to become a citizen of the United
States. Receipt from the clerk of the
are twa splendid things
court of the certified copy of such
declaration is often called 'taking out
first papers.' You are not a declarant
If your first paper wass taken out after
September 28, 1906, and Is more than
get all the exercise you should have, its all
you
seven years old.
me more important mat you nave ina
. other
remedy for a tor
Sastra
"(4) You are an alien If you do not
SaulDoM
pld liver and bowels which don't act
fall within one oj. the. three classes
SaaUFriet
freely and naturally.
.
above mentioned.
.CARTERS
,:
6. Where were you born?
Take one pill every night t more only
"First name the town.then the state,
when you're sure Its necessary.
fflVER
then
the country, as 'Columbus, O.;'
Ganólo
YTrfinMl?'
'PnHa
ivlnnn.
limM.
fcM
aignature
'Sofia, Bulgaria.'
"6. If not a citizen, of what country
are you a. citizen or subject?"
CHALKY,
."This need be answered only by
aliens and declarants. Remember that
PILLS
a 'declarant' Is not yet a citizen of
Foot-Ea-

se,

foot-bat-

Carter's Little Liver Pills
For Constipation

If

can't

trled-and-tr-

COLORLESS COMPLEXIONS NEED
CARTEE'S IRON

I.

1.

K7

n

ulmU

...t...z3.

Made by machiner- y-

in

filtered
every process:
safe-guard-

ed

Factories inspected by
pure food experts and
highly praised :
of
employes,
Contented
whom perfection is the pride:
Such is IVRIGLEr S
largest selling gum in
the world.
.

Helps appetite and digestion.
breath
Keeps teeth clean
aweet.

- the

wumt

ll

'J

.

-

years'-service-

,

Only One Day to Register.
The war department wishes to Impress upon the people that there is
onlv one day for registration. AU
males between the designated ages
must register on the day set. The fact
that five days were allowed for the
placing of the necessary blank forms
In the hands of registrars appears to
have misled some headline writers.
Ona dav only the day fixed In the
president's proclamation will be de
voted to registration- -

States In Rivalry for Honor.
Not only has the Individual citizenry
of the country made a remarkable response to the registration call, but the
states through their official heads have
Indicated such seal that there Is great
rivalry among some of the commonwealths for the honor of making the
first complete registration returns.

' Something Uunusual.
Using His Feet
was" there anything unusual
"WelI,
you
take
"Whom In the world did
'.at the dinner last night?" asked the
dancing lessons from?"
"PWtfessor Glide. And I must sny talkative wife.
"Yes, dear, I spoke," replied the
he didn't complain like you of my
' mere man.
stepping on his feet."
"No. because rou were Baying him . "Oh, you did, did you."
for the use of his feet and you're not ; "Yes, dear. You know I don't gel
a chance to speak often."
paying me'."
,

With the exception of man the mule
'
is the most contrary of animals.

j

Many a man who thinks he
tician is really a Joke.

"

"

This Car Is Worthy
of Your Confidence
You can buy a Saxon car secure in the knowledge that you are getting full value in tried
and proven motor car mechanism.
Saxon cars are built to win the confidence of
their owner and they do. But first they
must win the confidence of their builders
and this they could not if they embodied any
feature or any part of unproved worth.
So no Saxon principle of construction has ever
been changed until a better principle has fully
proved its greater value. And so no Saxon car

has ever embodied features of doubtful worth.

state of
transition, passing thru phase after phase of
gradual improvement without a break in production. They are refined from time to time,
not radically changed.
Saxon cars have . simply been in a

They are in the fullest sense of tha phrase, products of
evolution. They are developed rather than built.

Isn't that tha kind of a car you wantone that you
can
confidant is right bafore you put down your
good money for it r If it la, than yon want
Saxon.

fl

i

Saxon Motor Car Corporation
Detroit, Michigan

There

,

'

'

la still soma- good territory open for
Saxon Dealers. For information yon should
apply tn

Carter Motor Company
Denver, Colo.

.'

Is a poli-
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Personal Mention i

Marion Conner drove in to Roy
Tuesday in his Ford after some
corn to feed his team. He came
in 12 miles got the feed and re
turned home while his team was
resting at noon hour. A farmer
with a Ford can do that

ANIt4-AMaUCA-

H. R. Debenport, of Big Spring
Texas, who has been here for
some time as inspector for a
Loan Co. for which S. L Hayes
is agent, seems to like the coun
try well enough to make an extended visit.

BRADLEY
Mrs. C. E, Hunt took her S. S,
Class to the canyons last Sunday
All report a good time.

Everything is progressing nicethe moisture. All the
farmers are busy planting crops.
ly since

Miss Cora Moore has gone
back to Roy to take back her
old job as "Hello girl." .
--

9

.

Don't forget the Literary

at

FOR SALE- :- Span of three- - Bradley June 1st. open at 8 P M
FOR SALE Three year old
Mules. Have been work
year-ol- d
Mr. Emmett Bush has return
Shorthorn bull, milking strain.
ed all spring. See them at my
Kreiberg,
:
ed from Dawson.
Neis
any.day,
farm
M.
Springer N.
18 T. 4.
J. H, MAHONEY,
The attendance at the dance at
Roy, N. M.
Bradley School house the
the
45 Plymouth Rock Hers, one
2(3th. was very small on account
year old, $1.00 each cash. Call
Joe Martinez returned Thurs of the rain.'
on J. W, Gibson and s&ti, 5mi'ej
day from Jaritas where he has
south of Roy at R. R. crossing
Mrs. C. E. Hunt's relatives
been helping at the Floersheim
T2pd,
Missouri are visiting her at
from
Ranch during the lambing
present but will return home
Pete Laumbach and Joe Lopez
soon.
were in town Monday getting out
Roy McGlothlin has gone
A good crowd attended Sunday
a petition to charge the road El Paso and enlisted in the U.
School at the Bradley schooi
down across the point of the Cavalry.
house Sunday May ,24th. S. S.
mesa between La Cinta and Buropens
at 10 A. M.
ro canyons. It will make a good
LOST- :- at Miss Myers' sale
road to the top of the canyon hill Tuesday,
Elgin watch,
from there to the bottom a para- Hunting case, Independent HarFOR SALE- ;- My ranch farm
chute would be practical.
2, 000 acres of Patented land 1,000
vester Co. fob.
Finder please return to Claude acres of leased land, the best
The C h xutauqua got out a lot Hand and receive reward.
watered place in this County.
of advertising envelopes which
I want to sell by the first of
are being freely used by everySept. 1917.
Buy a
Boost your town
body in the interest of a big
For further information, write
course ticket to the Chautauqua E. B. Cropp
Trementina, N. M.
and do it now.
Remigio Lopez and family drove
Harry Franklin was in town
Pablo Sisneros has sold his Monday buying supplies. He is
out to the home of his youth in
the Tequeqquite Sunday for a ranch seuth of Roy and will soon living in Union County now and
visit and sort of family reunion! leave for another ranch he owns getting his mail at Gallegos
Malaquias Baca's family of Mos- over on the Mora River south cf where he aeks us to sends the
quero were also guests and many VYatrouF, We certainly regret
in future
losing this good citizen from Roy
others.
but we hope it is for his b6t in
Use Judgement There js no
The Springer Junior ball team terest
more wholesome recreation than
came to Roy Sunday and played
a Chautauqua.
wo
COWS:-TMILK
FRESH
boys. A preliminary
the Roy H-young,
calves
gentle,
with
heiffer
game ended in a score of
Enquire of G. Wl
for Roy but the real game was for sale,
"Mikey" writes from Chicago,
FREEMAN,
West of Solano;
different I coring 13-- 4 in favor
n
of the visitors, They were a fine New Mexico.
"We did not get the
crowd of boys and we shall be
y
and
the
nntil
The sale at Miss Sarah H ri'
glad to welcome them back to
Tuesday
was well attended and reason is broas it is sent s to
Roy any time.
netted considerable over $2500. papa's efBee tti"ne"f orgets ; to
Col. Reed returned last week Some stock sold well and ethers bring it home. Se pleaee seid it
from an extended
with rela were sacrificed below their value to oar home address, 8016 W 224
-

al7-jew-

i ;? Mercantile
, tc, : vGompaiiy
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Spanish-America-

"The House of Service"

On May 31st, 1916
Tuesday, June 5th, '17 A most disastrous
Fire
Is REGISTRATION DAY
Swept our town, destroying our great
Be on Hand to celebrate this great event

Floersheim Merc. Co.

business establishment.
We are grateful to our Creator that we
were in a position to rebuild.

Progressiveness
Moving Forward

If you cant help UNCLE SAM by going
to the front, or do your share of farming
.

then-B- uy

a

"Liberty-Loa-

n

BOND"
Just to feel that you are an AMERICAN

All the enthusiasm All the Initiative in the
world wont keep a business Going Forward.
Retail Establishments, lilce human beings,
Must Show Progressiveness if they would
advance on the road to Success,
.

14 Years ago Floersheim Mercantile Co. made its
modest start at ROY and, by having High Ideals
and by keeping alive the Spirit of Progressiveness,
We have grown from just a little country Store to
the mammoth, fireproof, Brick, Concrete and Steel
Building we now occupy.
We intend, in the near future to occupy a page in this paper with an illustrated
history of this Store from its start in the year 1903 down to the Present Time.

Our Weekly Special Offerings seem to
meet the approval of our Patrons.
We intend to keep this up indefinitely

to-da-

visit
tives and ehildren in Okla, and
Texas. He is glad to get back and
believes he would be as efficients soldier as many young fel
lows yet if allowed to enlist
His more than 70 years rest light
ly on him.

Fred Campbell, popular salesman at Goodmans was laid off
Monday on account of illness. He
tried to ump. a ball game for
the ladies teams recently but it
is denied, that was the cause of
his indisposition.
320 ACRE FARM FOR SALE-- 8
miles from Roy all plow-lan42 acres whea all well fenced,
Good buildings, well handy to
house. Price $4,000.00 including crop, for quick deal.
T 2, Inquire at the
Office,
d,

S--

;..
The result shewed a peculiar eon st.
We
happens
read
to
enjoy
the
ditionand unsettled conditions
country.
of
As
we learn
that
financially. The Ladies Aid did
things
some
that the folks would
a good business serving lunch.
not th'ink f writeing and we can
hardly wait till the home paper
Dr. Self's addition to his rest comes, much more now since the
dence is rapidly nearing comple war began. We read in the last
tion. It will be one of the larg- two issues where the home boys
as well as handsomest in town are not slackers (Bully for them)
We too (Roy and I) are doing
when finished,
our share we belong to the Boy
Scouts of America. Last night
Bull
EOR SALE- - Whitc-Face- d
we marched in the Red Cross
Good Stock.
parade regardless the rainy
G. R. ABERNATHY. weather.
I enjoy the city life but there's
Do you know that at least . ten
place like the Land of Sun
no
people in our community are pub
shine. Some times we don't
lie spirited enougn to oack up
the Chautauqua to see it through know whether it's day or night
they may lose money and will it is always cloudy and dark.
With best regards and thanknot make money under any cir
ing
you in advance for the favor
cumstances.
I remain,
Yours truly,
''

Alvin S. Bush

30DAY2

Theodore RooseveltTsays, "The
Chautauqua is the most American thing in America."

Ymir Choice of

Iliissly-Fo- or

(04) Styles

of "Rmntfw" BleyclM. shown in full color In our big new Cntaloiroe juxt ofT tliipreas. Tlirre
re ehrhtythree iW others, also, shown at prices ranging from 11.76, $13.73, $16.75
rider, at a price made possible only by our
cler.,or
B
tile plan.
wrIt TODAY for this new Catalogue of "Raneer" Mcycles.
LItW laW PfiVSY iat
Tlrei and Sundries at price to low they will attontíh you. Also,
full particulars of our great new offer to deliver to you all charge nrepaid your choice of any
of the 9 kindaof KANGIÍR" Bicycles you may aelect. for ONi! MONTH'S FREE TRIAL.
This wonderful offer is atmlutdy gemUtu. Ho one criticise your choke If it's "Ranger" the
most popular, largest selling Bicycle in the country.

5P:IhiivfnffSfi:.
Fl'fl tíl

"ar

laiial

TI1ES,

UL:?Sfe:!H-LWkn- U
equipment and Bundrfes as well aa the Kepair Parta and Combination Offera for
reñttíag your old Bicycleall shown fully illustrated, at HALF USUAL PRICKS. Oar new
Catalogue is the largest erar fanned byaay Bicycle concern. Ben if you do not snrd a new
Bicycle now, or Repair Parla, Tires, etc. for your old Bicycle, you need this Catalogue to hell yon
the prices yon should pay whea yon do buy.

la

Bicycle

f P8T4 flitTF
rPFfl huLftlm
UAhJILJ
particular style suited to your own

WewaataRIderÁgentlnereTyneighborheodtorult

and exhibit the new "RAtiUICR." Vou can aelect tlx
needs. Boys and young man in all parts of the country are
riding Rangers" and taking orders from their friends. They make a good commisalon on every
ale and so can you. Our great output, perfected snctbodt and machinery suable as to sell
quality" Bicycles at prices below ail competitors.
reCYei.E AH AUTwMwIU..
Oar blr, see Catalogas alas gtees arm
space to these line st lowest prices. Thousands of oar "Bicycle" easterners of a generattoa ago
re aow baring their Asto" BoodriMOf as, because they kiuw "Mead" quality and prieta ara
always right.
7VHMY. IX not V4ay. A postal nsjaest at a cost of aaw crat will bring yak tlx
VÍSÍTS
saacalaaogaa. lA) HUT 1WI aaui yo get it and
Puwkrfl4 new oliera and prices.

umjM.

t9
w
f
4. L. PSAO CYCLE CO. CHICAGO. ILUr.C.G

W. Steinbach purchased a new
Ford car at the Roy Garage last
Saturday and . Í3 enjoying this
means of seeing much of the
mesa and many friends now when
it looks its best and they are all
happy in the prospect of a bumper wheat crop.

asks for the
to be sent to him at Fort, Rosen
crans, San Diego. He says "We
are getting along fine and have
Will
not regretted
coming.
description
the
of
you
a
write
near
future."
Fort in the

Rnrrv
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For Week end
We Offer
15 c. Packages

l,
of
Labeled Atlas, Saxon,
and Ivory 3 kinds OUR Special at TEN CENTS per package while they last.
Come Early if you want
some of them.
Oat-Mea-

Government Approved
Mail Boxes. Price $1.40.
You will find plenty of
other Special Bargains on our
Bargain Counters.

Solitaire Self Rising Pancake, Buckwheat, & Wheat
Flour net weight 1 pound
8 oz. regular price 15c. Our
Special 10c.
This is cheaper than flour

A Great Bargain in Soft
Drinks. Best Quality Grape
Juice that is sold Everywhere at 60c. per quart and
35c. per pint. Our Special
Price, 45c. and 25c.

Now is the time to order Repairs for your
Harvesting Machinery and avoid delay.
N

We order Repairs for all makes and kinds of Farm Machinery.

S--

The members of Mora County
Board of Education, created by
the new law are Supt, Milnor
RudolDh. Mrs. Rose Cassidy,
Cleveland; J. Frank Curas, Wag
on Mound; Jesus L. Abreu, Ocate
.
Mrs. Clara F. Roy, Roy.

Jtoy 'VSew;;Mex'
?

"THE ONE PRICE STORE"

